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ABSTRACT
The sun is an immense source of power, radiating more energy than all known
non-renewable reserves onto the Earth every year in the form of sunlight. In spite
of this abundant availability, photovoltaic electricity conversion provides less than
1% of the of the global energy consumption. This lack of deployment is largely
a consequence of the cost of photovoltaics relative to other technologies, but in-
creased efficiency is a strong driver for cost reduction due to its ability to impact
both photovoltaic module and balance of systems costs. In this thesis, we present
enabling technologies for achieving increased efficiency and energy yield for pho-
tovoltaic conversion of sunlight. First, we develop finite element cell modeling
and electrical contact optimization tools. These models are used to deploy uncon-
strained optimization techniques that expand the design space of solar cell contacts.
Additionally, constrained optimization techniques are used to design solar cell elec-
trical contacts for lateral spectrum-splitting photovoltaic submodules. The lateral
spectrum-splitting submodule uses a series of filters to divide broadband sunlight
into seven wavelength bands, sending each onto a solar cell with bandgap chosen
to minimize thermalization and sub-bandgap transmission losses. By employing a
wholistic design model covering limiting efficiency, material constraints, optical ray
tracing, and electrical modeling, we generate designs capable of ultrahigh (>50%)
efficiency. We then design, integrate, and prototype the first photovoltaic converter
with seven unique bandgaps. Characterization of this prototype and its constituent
components shows an integrated 84.5% optical efficiency and 30.2% submodule
efficiency. The exemplary optical performance highlights the promise of the de-
sign with further development of the cells. Finally, we develop module circuit and
power combination topologies that enable independent electrical connection to two
or more subcells in a multijunction photovoltaic converter. This circuit architecture
enables independent power production from each device, which reduces the mod-
ule sensitivity to diurnal and seasonal spectral changes and increases panel annual
energy yield. The photovoltaic technologies developed herein often break with
convention and demonstrate a feasible pathway to very high (>40%) and ultrahigh
(>50%) efficiency modules.
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INTRODUCTION
Global power consumption in 2012 totaled 18.4 TW, and demand is predicted to
rise by 48% to 27.3 TW by 2040 [1]. This level of consumption is dwarfed by the
constant flux of photons reaching the Earth’s surface, which totals 1.7×105 TW [2].
Moreover, the entrained energy of sunlight in a single year far exceeds the cumulative
energy reserves of all other known energy sources [3]. In spite of this availability,
solar power capture and conversion does not yet constitute a significant fraction of
global energy generation, amounting to only about 0.6% in the United States (~1%
if distributed generation is included) [4], [5].
Photovoltaics, or solar cells, are devices that directly convert incident radiative en-
ergy into electrical energy. Since around 2011, photovoltaics have made up the
lion’s share of solar power conversion [5], and in 2016 the industry has grown into
the largest source of new electricity generation capacity [6]. Additionally, 6.9% of
all utility-scale electricity generation in California (~10% including distributed gen-
eration) was generated by photovoltaics in 2015 [7]. Despite the significant headway
of the industry in the last five years, however, leaders in the field predict significant
global market penetration will require another order of magnitude reduction in the
levelized cost of electricity [8].
The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is a time-valued metric that incorporates
the full life cycle costs and power production of an electricity generating source as
LCOE =
Total life cycle costs
Total lifetime electricity production
. (1.1)
Current estimates for the United States place solar between 6.6–12.6 ¢/kWh for
new utility scale plants going into service in 2022, with a need to reach as low as
1–2 ¢/kWh to exceed 30% market penetration [8], [9]. The total lifetime electricity
production is directly proportional to the photovoltaic module efficiency, while
nearly all of the life cycle costs are independent of the efficiency. Consequently,
photovoltaic efficiency is a strong lever for effecting cost reduction of electricity.
We will now make one more point to emphasize the importance of photovoltaic
efficiency. Fig. 1.1 shows the cost of an installed solar system in various market
segments in 2010, 2015, and projected in 2020. The large reductions in cost achieved
2from 2010 to date have been dominated bymanufacturing cost reductions in the price
of the module, to the point where the module itself constitutes only about a third of
the overall system cost. Consequently, further reductions in module cost will have
relatively smaller impact on the overall installed system. However, this presents a
sizable opportunity for efficiency improvements, which are leveraged across the full
system costs. Any improvement in efficiency that adds less to the module cost than
the net reduction in balance of systems (BOS) costs will result in a reduction in
installed system cost, expanding the market available to photovoltaics.
 
 
Figure 1.1: Historical, current, and SunShot 2020 target photovoltaic system prices
for the utility, commercial, and residential sectors (weighted national average for
fixed-tilt systems). Reproduced from [10].
1.1 Fundamental principles of solar cell operation
The most prevalent type of photovoltaic device is the single junction solar cell,
for which Shockley and Queisser famously described the limiting efficiency in
1961 [11]. This solar cell is composed of a single absorbing semiconductor material
in a p-n homojunction configuration and illustrated in energy space in Fig. 1.2. The
semiconductor has a valence band of occupied electronic states and a conduction
band of unoccupied electronic states separated by a bandgap Eg over which no
electronic states exist. When light is absorbed by the semiconductor, an electron
is promoted from a bound state in the valence band to a conducting state in the
3conduction band, leaving behind a vacancy quasiparticle in the valence band known
as a hole. For a photon to be absorbed and produce these conducting particles, it
must have energy greater than or equal to the bandgap of the semiconductor; photons
of lower energy are not absorbed. In addition, photons with energy in excess of
the bandgap promote electrons to higher energy states, but that excess energy is
rapidly lost through electron-phonon coupling, due to crystal lattice vibrations, in
a process known as thermalization. The reciprocal process to absorption, known
as radiative emission, also occurs, wherein an excited electron in the conduction
band can recombine with a hold in the valence band to emit a photon. This photon
can be reabsorbed by the cell or emitted back to the environment. In a perfect
absorber, all recombination is radiative. However, for realistic materials there exist
non-radiative recombination pathways, such as defect-mediated recombination at
electronic trap sites or at dangling bonds along the crystal perimeter. These non-
radiative mechanisms lack the potential for re-absorption of a photon in the device,
and consequently reduce its performance. Therefore, it is advantageous to minimize
non-radiative recombination.
VB
CB
Eg En
er
gy
Figure 1.2: Absorption, thermalization, and recombination in a simplified semi-
conductor band diagram. The cell has a bandgap Eg equivalent to hνgreen and
absorbs green and shorter wavelengths of light by promoting an electron (filled
circle) from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB). A hole (empty
circle) is left behind in the valence band. A blue photon has excess energy beyond
the bandgap, and thermalization rapidly transfers that excess to the semiconductor
lattice. Additionally, an electron and hole can recombine across the gap, emitting a
photon with energy equal to the bandgap energy in the process. An orange photon
is not absorbed.
The absorption of light and generation of steady state electron and hole populations
builds up an electrochemical potential in the solar cell. This is the cell voltage.
The voltage is limited to the bandgap of the solar cell because of the thermalization
processes described earlier, and is generally lower in practice. Recombination
4is voltage-dependent, and the current density response to applied voltage for an
ideal solar cell in the light and dark can be seen in Fig. 1.3. At short circuit,
there is zero voltage and electrons can freely flow from the conduction band into
the valence band through an external conductor, delivering no power. The short
circuit current Jsc directly indicates the absorption efficacy, because each absorbed
photon results in one conduction band electron. At open circuit (V = Voc), there is
no conduction pathway, so recombination processes within the cell must perfectly
balance absorption and generation. The Voc is indicative of the material quality and
will be higher for a cell with less non-radiative recombination. Between short circuit
and open circuit, the cell produces power equal to the product of the current and the
voltage. The efficiency of a solar cell is obtained by dividing the maximum power
the cell is capable of generating by the total power in the incident solar spectrum.
The fill factor FF is given by the ratio of the maximum power produced by the
cell (dark gray box) to the Jsc × Voc product (light gray box), and is an indicator of
resistive losses and non-radiative recombination.
Jsc
C
ur
re
nt
de
ns
ity
Voltage
Voc
Dark
Light
Figure 1.3: Current density-voltage performance curve for an ideal solar cell. Radia-
tive recombination has an exponential voltage dependence, leading to the turn-on of
the dark curve at high applied bias. The light curve is a superposition of the absorbed
photocurrent and the dark curve. Power is produced in the fourth quadrant of the
J-V axes, and the maximum power produced by the cell is indicated by the dark gray
area. The open circuit voltage occurs where the light curve crosses the abscissa and
indicates that the photocurrent is perfectly balanced by the recombination current.
The short circuit current density is equal to the absorbed photocurrent density and
is dependent on the semiconductor bandgap.
51.2 Detailed balance limiting efficiency
Power conversion by an ideal solar cell is given by the product of the operating
current and voltage,
PDB(V) = JDB × V
= qV
[∫ ∞
Eg
Nincident(E)dE − 14pi2~3c2
∫ ∞
Eg
E2
e
(
E−qV
kT
)
− 1
dE
]
,
(1.2)
where J is given by the difference in the absorbed and emitted photon fluxes and
Nincident(E) is the incident photon flux. This is the equation of detailed balance for
a solar cell, so called because the absorbed and emitted fluxes perfectly balance at
the open circuit voltage (Voc) [11]. It assumes (i) zero sub-bandgap absorption and
perfect absorption of above bandgap photons; (ii) infinite carrier mobility such that
every absorbed photon results in collected current; and (iii) the only recombination
is radiative, as necessitated by thermodynamics. Under these assumptions we
can calculate the maximum possible efficiency for a single fixed-bandgap absorber
under any incident spectrum. The detailed balance efficiency ηDB is obtained by
maximizing PDB(V), as is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.3, and dividing by the
power in the incident solar spectrum,
ηDBincident =
PDBmax
Pincident
=
JDBmaxVmax
Pincident
. (1.3)
The general expression for efficiency is given by equation 1.3 with the detailed
balance indicators removed.
Let us consider maximizing the efficiency of a solar cell in the detailed balance limit.
There are competing driving forces for selecting an optimal bandgap because the
Voc increases as the bandgap increases, but the Jsc then decreases. In combination
with the spectral profile of the incident illumination, this competition gives rise to an
optimal bandgap for a photovoltaic converter. Fig. 1.4a shows the AM1.5D (air mass
1.5 direct) solar spectrum flux. Air mass 1.5 refers to a location at 37◦ latitude such
that sunlight passes through 1.5 equivalent lengths of atmospheric absorption before
reaching the Earth’s surface. Direct refers to collection of sunlight from within only
±3◦ of the center of the solar disk, as opposed to the global spectrum which includes
the full sky hemisphere. AM1.5D is the appropriate spectrum for cells designed to
be integrated with concentrating optics that have a narrow acceptance angle, as is the
case for all of the devices that will be developed in this thesis. Under this spectrum,
we plot the detailed balance limiting efficiency for a single junction photovoltaic as
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Figure 1.4: (a) Photon flux versus photon energy for the AM1.5D spectrum. Dips
correspond to atmospheric absorption bands. (b) Efficiency for an ideal converter
under the AM1.5D solar spectrum as a function of bandgap, as calculated by equa-
tion 1.2. The peak efficiency is 33.3% at 1.14 eV, and there is a fairly broad plateau
of >30% efficiency between 1–1.6 eV.
a function of bandgap. There are multiple peaks owing to the shape of the spectrum,
with a maximum efficiency of 33.3% at a bandgap of 1.14 eV.
The current world record single junction photovoltaic cell is a 1.42 eV GaAs solar
cell with 28.8% efficiency [12]. It incorporates a high quality mirror at the back of
the cell to prevent photons from escaping into the underlying substrate where they
cannot be usefully used further. This serves to increase the radiative emission of the
cell at open circuit, which necessarily increases the cell operating voltage.
Before we conclude our discussion of single junctions, let us consider briefly how
to treat the power production of imperfect devices, such as the champion cell just
discussed. We can generalize equation 1.2 to account for non-ideal device per-
formance, for example to account for experimental material quality manifested as
sub-unity absorption or the presence of non-radiative recombination pathways for
excited carriers.
PDB(V, fabs, ηext, θc, n) =
qV
[
fabs
∫ ∞
Eg
Nincident(E)dE − 1
ηext
n2 sin2 θc
4pi2~3c2
∫ ∞
Eg
E2
e
(
E−qV
kT
)
− 1
dE
]
. (1.4)
This version includes the fraction of incident photons absorbed ( fabs) and the frac-
tion of radiative recombination (ηext), also known as the external radiative efficiency
7(ERE) [13] to modify the absorbed and recombined carrier fluxes, respectively. Ad-
ditionally, the emitted photon flux is reduced by the presence of optical concentration
(n2 sin2 θc), which reduces the entropy of the emitted flux by confining it to a smaller
solid angle. In the case of an ideal flat plate solar cell in air, ηext = fabs = n = 1 and
θc = 90◦ so that we return to the case of equation 1.2.
1.3 Multijunction photovoltaics
While experimental devices have already approached the theoretical limit for sin-
gle junction photovoltaics, much higher efficiencies are possible. Fig. 1.5 shows a
breakdown of the energy content in sunlight and its allocation in a single junction
solar cell. The performance of the world record single junction is shown in green,
balanced by the energetic and entropic losses that make up the remainder of the
energetic content of sunlight in yellow and orange, respectively. While losses in
the Carnot and Landsberg efficiency limits are unavoidable, there are significant
opportunities for drastically increasing photovoltaic efficiency by addressing ther-
malization of charge carriers to the band edge and transmission of sub-bandgap light
with multijunction cells.
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Figure 1.5: Energetic and entropic losses in a solar cell comprising the balance of
power in sunlight. Energetic losses and their sources are shown in yellow. Entropic
losses and their sources are shown in orange. The current world record single
junction cell efficiency (28.8%) is shown in green. Adapted from [14].
8Multijunction solar cells are photovoltaics with multiple unique bandgap absorbers,
where each absorbs the portion of the solar spectrum between its bandgap and
that of the nearest higher bandgap absorber. Thermalization is reduced because on
average each photon is absorbed nearer the band edge of its absorber. Sub-bandgap
transmission is reduced because absorbers of lower bandgap can be integrated to
absorb photons of lower energy than the optimum gap for a single junction under
AM1.5D. Moreover, if concentrating optics are used, then the etendue (or angular
extent) of light emitted by the cell will more closely match the etendue of light
emitted toward the cell by the sun, thus reducing the photon entropy and further
increasing the conversion efficiency.
Wewill now consider two classes ofmultijunction solar cell. Fig. 1.6a shows a lateral
spectrum-splitting multijunction configuration. Each cell is grown and processed
independently, and an external optical system (here a cascade of dichroic filters) is
used to direct above-bandgap light onto each of the cells.
AlInGaP
GaAs
InGaAsP
InGaAs
b)a)
1.9 eV
1.4 eV
1.1 eV
0.7 eV
AlInGaP
2.1 eV
InGaP
1.78 eV
AlGaAs
1.54 eV
GaAs
1.42 eV
InGaAsP
1.15 eV
InGaAsP
0.93 eV
InGaAs
0.74 eV
Figure 1.6: (a) Lateral spectrum-splitting and (b) monolithic multijunction device
architectures. Bandgap, III–V material alloy, and light absorption is shown for each
subcell. Lateral subcells incorporate back mirrors and consequently are half as thick
as the monolithic absorbers. Optics divide the incident spectrum onto the lateral
subcells, while the monolithic device allocates each spectral band by absorptive
filtering. The monolithic architecture is adapted from [15].
Fig. 1.6b shows a schematic of a monolithic multijunction cell. In a monolithic
device, all of the bandgaps are integrated sequentially from high to low energy on a
common substrate. Light that is incident on the front surface is separated by absorp-
tive filtering; the highest bandgap cell absorbs the highest energy light and transmits
9the remaining spectrum to the underlying lower energy absorbers. The junctions
are connected in series by a highly doped polarity-switching tunnel junction (shown
in gray) that allows the current to tunnel through a sharp energetic barrier and the
voltages of each of the junctions sum. This imposes a current-matching constraint
between each of the junctions; the current produced by the device is constrained by
the junction that produces the least. While this can be designed around under any
particular spectrum, diurnal and seasonal variations in the incident solar spectrum
lead to lost power production in any practical implementation [16], [17]. In contrast,
the lateral spectrum-splitting multijunction has no such current matching constraint
as long as the subcells operate electrically independently of one another. Electrical
independence can yield an annual power production benefit on the order of 15%
relative to a current-matched device [16].
In addition to current matching, monolithic multijunction photovoltaics are con-
strained by lattice matching. Sequential growth of junctions requires growth at the
same lattice spacing in order to minimize the formation of defects that give rise to
non-radiative recombination. Growth of disparate lattice constant junctions in the
same monolith requires a graded buffer layer to gradually change the lattice constant
and internally terminate induced defects [18]. This constrains the bandgaps and
number of junctions that can easily be incorporated, and at present state-of-the-art
monolithic multijunction cells for concentrator photovoltaic applications consist of
four junctions [15], [19]. Lateral spectrum-splitting photovoltaics additionally relax
this constraint due to the ability to grow each junction independently. This enables
incorporation of an arbitrarily large number of junctions at the expense of increasing
cost to manufacture.
Finally, lateral spectrum-slitting multijunctions benefit from improved heat spread-
ing and dissipation due to their physically decentralized layout. Challenges exist in
designing the highly efficient optics to allocate photons by wavelength to the ap-
propriate junction and in designing new module circuit architectures to effectively
combine and extract power from junctions operating electrically independently of
one another.
1.4 State of the art multijunction photovoltaics
A wide array of lateral spectrum-splitting designs have been proposed [20], [21].
Here, we will focus on only a few notable examples. The lateral spectrum-splitting
multijunction of Fig. 1.6a is a simplified schematic of the polyhedral specular re-
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flector (PSR), the modeling, design, prototyping, and characterization of which will
be the focus of much of this thesis. Record lateral spectrum-splitting multijunctions
have incorporated four junctions comprised of one three-junction monolithic subcell
and one independent single junction subcell (40.4% submodule efficiency) [22] or
two dual-junction monolithic subcells (38.9% minimodule efficiency) [23]. Here a
"submodule" is one or more canonical repeat units of optics and cells without the
need for environmental sealing required for "module" classification, and a "min-
imodule" is virtually equivalent to a submodule but with a small (<1 cm2) input
aperture area. In contrast, we have proposed a design with seven independent
single junction devices and will demonstrate designs in excess of 50% submodule
efficiency, the "ultrahigh" efficiency regime.
Monolithic multijunctions have likewise achieved exemplary cell and module ef-
ficiency. Fig. 1.6b shows the device schematic of the current world record cell
achieving 46.0% cell efficiency under 508× optical concentration, produced by
wafer bonding two dual-junction monolithic subcells of disparate lattice constant
together into a singlemonolithic four-junction stack [15]. Similar results (45.6% cell
efficiency under 690× concentration) have been demonstrated in single growth cells
with graded buffer layers between lattice-mismatched junctions [19]. The record
module efficiency is somewhat lower at 38.9% [24], [25]. This champion module
is based on the 46.0% efficient cell technology, but suffers additional losses due
to the concentrating optics transmission and misalignment, slight deviations in cell
performance across the module, and electrical interconnections.
1.5 Thesis overview
The present work is focused around cell, submodule, and module technology mod-
eling, design, prototyping, and characterization in order to enhance the photovoltaic
efficiency and facilitate independent electrical operation of lateral spectrum-splitting
photovoltaics. In Chapter 2 we describe a 3-dimensional distributed circuit finite
element electrical model of a solar cell. The 3D distributed circuit model allows us
to optimize the top electrical contact geometry robustly across many concentration
levels and geometric shapes, including those generated dynamically via a genetic
algorithm. In Chapter 3 we will integrate the 3D distributed circuit model with
other device physics, optical, electrical, and thermal modeling tools to wholistically
model spectrum splitting photovoltaics capable of ultrahigh (>50%) solar conver-
sion efficiency. Chapter 4 uses the developed model and additional tools to design
a polyhedral specular reflector submodule for prototyping and proof-of-concept. It
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further details the prototype components and integration processes before Chapter 5
covers the characterization of an integrated prototype and each of its constituent
components. The modeled performance is compared to the individual component
performance and integrated prototype to identify opportunities for future efficiency
enhancement. Chapter 6 expands the field of view from a single submodule to an
integrated spectrum splitting module. It describes a module circuit point design
to facilitate two-terminal electrical power output where subcells at each bandgap
operate electrically independently of all others, thereby enabling the aforementioned
boost to annual energy production. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 7 by summa-
rizing these contributions and providing an outlook for future research on lateral
spectrum splitting photovoltaics.
Important note on efficiency
There are many flavors of efficiency discussed in this text. For consistency, "percent-
age points" will be used to denote absolute solar conversion efficiency scaled against
the incident power in a specified reference spectrum, such as AM1.5D. "Percent" or
"%" will be used to denote relative efficiency numbers. This includes electrical, op-
tical, and relative solar conversion efficiencies, as well as non-efficiency quantities
such as current, voltage, and fill factor, among others.
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C h a p t e r 2
THREE DIMENSIONAL DISTRIBUTED CIRCUIT MODELING
OF SOLAR CELLS
Balancing accuracy and computational complexity is a substantial challenge when
modeling and designing photovoltaic devices. Limiting conversion efficiencies can
be rapidly assessed for single junction solar cells as we saw from the detailed balance
calculation, but the design space grows exponentially as independent junctions are
added. We will investigate this further in §3.3. Translating from a generic converter
at a given bandgap to a specific optoelectronic device design requires invoking more
complex device physics models, most commonly in the form of charge neutrality
(Poisson equation), and the drift-diffusion and continuity equations for electrons
and holes. One-dimensional device physics models may be sufficient for design
purposes, but they will fail to capture the impact of charge carrier recombination
at the crystal edges that becomes increasingly significant for small cells (typically
<1 cm2). Additionally, spatial variations in light intensity or current collection
due to optical elements or the top electrical contact (or electrode) geometry pro-
duce a spatially-varying response that requires higher dimensionality device physics
equations to accurately model.
In this chapter we are interested in understanding how to model, design, and op-
timize the solar cell top electrode geometry in the context of concentrating and
spectrum splitting optical illumination. To that end, we develop a three-dimensional
distributed circuit electrical model of a solar cell that represents the device as a finite
element network of fundamental electrical circuit components. This model strikes a
balance between achieving sufficiently high spatial resolution to accurately capture
the local physics and a short computational time that facilitates use as a flexible
design tool, the latter condition of which was not satisfied by three-dimensional
device physics solvers. We first describe the model and the contact geometry op-
timization procedure, and then discuss its application to refining annual energy
production predictions made by modified detailed balance calculations, constrained
optimization of contact geometry for a prototype spectrum splitting photovoltaic
submodule, and unconstrained optimization of top electrode geometry via a genetic
algorithm. Additionally, application of the model to broadly designing record ef-
ficiency spectrum-splitting photovoltaic submodule receivers will be discussed in
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Chapter 3, with additional insights into the model trade-offs presented therein.
2.1 Details of the electrical simulations
The typical structure of a single-junction III–V (GaAs) solar cell is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 2.1. At the top of the device is a patterned metallic contact,
Ge/Pd/Au top contact
n-GaAs contact layer
n-AlInGaP top window
n-GaAs emitter
p-GaAs base
p-AlInGaP back window
p-GaAs contact layer
Ni/Au back contact
Figure 2.1: Single junction solar cell schematic of device layers, including a planar
back contact/mirror for photon recycling and ηext enhancement.
the primary function of which is to balance collection of charge carriers generated
by absorption in the emitter and base layers against the fraction of light reflected by
the metallic front surface, also known as shadowing. The top contact layer provides
a low interfacial resistance with the metallic top contact. The top window and back
surface field layers are generally wide bandgap, minimally absorbing layers that
preferentially conduct majority carriers, thereby preventing rapid recombination at
dangling bonds at the exposed front surface and at the back contact/semiconductor
interface. The p-n junction lies at the interface of the absorbing emitter and base
layers, and electrochemical potential gradients drive each carrier type to the respec-
tive metal contact electrode for collection. Some devices additionally incorporate
a back contact layer (not pictured) to reduce the interfacial resistance between the
back surface field and the back contact, but in many cases this is not necessary.
Additionally, this device has been processed to function off-substrate, and the back
contact also serves as a mirror to reflect any non-absorbed or radiatively re-emitted
light back into the bulk of the cell. In addition to reducing the thickness of base
and emitter needed to absorb all of the incident light, photon recycling within the
cell increases the steady state carrier population, thereby driving up the Voc of the
device[26].
Historically, single-junction solar cells have been modeled electrically using a 1-
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dimensional double diode model,
J = JL − J01
{
exp
[
q (V + Jrs)
kBT
]
− 1
}
−[
J02b + J02p
P
A
] {
exp
[
q (V + Jrs)
2kBT
]
− 1
}
− V + Jrs
rshunt
, (2.1)
where JL is the photocurrent density, J01 is the recombination current density
prefactor in the quasi-neutral region, J02b is the recombination current density
prefactor in the depletion region, J02p is the recombination current density prefactor
at the device perimeter, rs is the series resistance area product, and rshunt is the shunt
resistance area product. This model is based on the circuit shown in Fig. 2.2, where
+
−
/
Figure 2.2: Solar cell equivalent double diode circuit including sidewall recombi-
nation.
A is the device area and P is the device perimeter length. Incident sunlight acts as
a constant current source balanced by quasi-neutral region recombination (J01A),
depletion region recombination (J02bA), and sidewall recombination (J02pP). In
addition, shunt pathways can allow current leakage around the junction, and any
non-recombining current experiences a lumped series resistance associated with
current transport in the semiconductor device layers and through the top electrode
contact grid.
For solar cells under concentration, the accuracy of such a model is reduced as
it neglects the spatially varying resistance and operating bias of the device. A
3-dimensional distributed circuit model was employed to overcome this limitation.
For the sake of this discussion, wewill focus solely on the class of contact geometries
known as "inverted square" patterns [27]. This contact geometry heuristic is partic-
ularly attractive for solar cells designed for high concentration because it minimizes
the current conduction pathway to a high conductivity busbar and has been shown
to outperform more traditional linear contact patterns [27]–[31]. Fig. 2.3 shows
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.3: Inverted square contact geometry examples with 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 fingers
in (2.3a)-(2.3e), respectively.
(c)
(b)
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 2.4: Three-dimensional distributed circuit model of a solar cell.
top-down projections of solar cells (blue) contacted with metal (yellow) arranged in
each of the five simplest inverted square contact patterns, as quantified by the num-
ber of contact finger features. The number of fingers is extracted from the number
of unique features that contact any given busbar edge, and in all cases the fingers
are assumed to be spaced equidistant from one another to minimize the conduction
distance an electron must travel laterally through the semiconductor before being
extracted into the metal contact.
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In order to develop the 3-dimensional distributed circuit solar cell model, we con-
strain our focus to the two-finger inverted square contact geometry case, shown again
in Fig. 2.4a. In this figure, elementary electrical unit cells representing illuminated
and contacted regions in the bulk and at the perimeter of the device are shown in
Fig. 2.4b and c, corresponding to the highlighted regions in the contact image. Each
elementary unit cell consists of a quasi-neutral recombination diode with ideality of
1, a depletion region recombination diode with ideality of 2, a resistance to lateral
conduction in the emitter in the x-direction, and a resistance to lateral conduction
in the emitter in the y-direction. Additionally, contacted unit cells contain a contact
resistance at the metal-semiconductor interface and resistances to lateral conduction
in the metal in the x- and y-directions. Illuminated unit cells contain a current gener-
ation source in parallel with the recombination diodes to represent light absorption
in the semiconductor. Lastly, elementary unit cells on the device perimeter contain a
perimeter length-dependent perimeter recombination diode with ideality of 2. The
parameters associated with each of these elementary circuit units are calculated
based on the area of the elementary unit cell according to the formulas in Table 2.1
and the parameters in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. ρM is the contact metal resistivity, tM the
contact thickness, lx the unit cell width, ly the unit cell height, REm,sheet the emitter
(or electron collector) lateral sheet resistance, ρc the front contact resistivity, ρbulk
the semiconductor bulk resistivity, tbulk the device thickness, Lx the cell width, Ly
the cell height, and ρbc the back contact resistivity. In general, the photocurrent
density is design case dependent. The values reported in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 are for
Case 2a with a 3 µm finger size and corresponding shadow loss.
Elementary unit cells are arrayed and interconnected to build up the subcell circuit
for simulation, as shown in Fig. 2.4d. In addition, lumped resistances corresponding
to conduction through the base and back contact were connected in series with the
rear of the subcell. The back contact facilitates lateral transport, so using lumped
rather than distributed parameters maintains simulation accuracy while significantly
decreasing the computational complexity.
We simulated the contacted subcell electrical performance using the software pack-
age HSPICE and optimized the number of inverted square contact fingers [32].
Symmetry was exploited to reduce computational complexity by simulating one
quarter of the subcell. A voltage bias was applied between the back contact and
the outermost node of the busbar corner and swept to determine each subcell I–V
response curve. The illumination current density is taken from an associated optical
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Table 2.1: Elementary unit cell parameter definitions for the 3D distributed circuit
model
Parameter (Units) Formula
Metal lateral resistance (Ω) R f ,x = ρM tM lylx or R f ,y = ρM
tM lx
ly
Emitter lateral resistance (Ω) REm,x = REm,sheet lxly or REm,y = REm,sheet
ly
lx
Front contact resistance (Ω) Rc = ρclx ly
Vertical resistance (Ω) Rv = ρbulk tcellLxLy
Back contact resistance (Ω) Rbc = ρbcLxLy
Quasi-neutral recombination
current prefactor (A)
I01 = J01lxly
Depletion recombination cur-
rent prefactor (A)
I02b = J02blxly
Sidewall recombination cur-
rent prefactor (A)
I02p = J02pP = J02plx or J02ply or J02p
(
lx + ly
)
Table 2.2: Bandgap-dependent parameters used in elementary unit cell parameter
calculations
Bandgap REm,sheet J01 J02b J02p JL
(eV) (Ω/) (A/m−2) (A/m−2) (A/m−2) (A/m−2)
2.13 8191 1.1 × 10−26 9.5 × 10−12 3.8 × 10−15 71.9
1.78 8367 1.0 × 10−21 3.0 × 10−9 1.2 × 10−12 67.3
1.58 3934 1.6 × 10−19 3.1 × 10−9 1.2 × 10−12 47.0
1.42 323 3.0 × 10−16 2.5 × 10−7 1.0 × 10−10 45.2
1.15 3844 1.5 × 10−11 6.7 × 10−5 2.7 × 10−8 83.6
0.94 672 3.3 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−3 9.7 × 10−7 76.0
0.74 86 4.6 × 10−6 6.8 × 10−3 2.7 × 10−6 69.8
simulation with no shadowed area due to an obscuring contact. The shadowed
area defined by each optimized contact geometry is then passed back into the op-
tical model to determine a self-consistent efficiency when models are coupled in
subsequent Chapter 3.
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Table 2.3: Bandgap-independent parameters used in elementary unit cell parameter
calculations
Parameter (Units) Value
ρM (Ω ·m) 3.5 × 10−8
ρbulk (Ω ·m) 2.4 × 10−2
ρc
(
Ω ·m2) 3.7 × 10−10
ρbc
(
Ω ·m2) 8.0 × 10−9
2.2 Extracting series resistance parameters to refine modified detailed bal-
ance modeling
The modified detailed balance model presented earlier is a fast computational pre-
dictor of realistic subcell performance. Contained within are independent levers for
adjusting the Jsc ( fabs) and Voc (ηext). However, the model as presented assumes
infinite carrier mobility, the relevant effect of which in this context being that no
resistive losses are considered. Additionally, it assumes that ηext is invariant with
applied bias, which can only be true for an ideal diode where both radiative and
non-radiative recombination occur with an ideality n = 1. This is an acceptable
assumption for high quality III–V solar cells operating in an n = 1 regime spanning
the maximum power point and open circuit voltage. However, an independent lever
for impacting the device fill factor would lend additional utility to the model.
We used the 3D distributed circuit model to simulate the performance seven single-
junction solar cells off-substrate solar cells with backside mirrors. The model was
used to optimize the cell top contact geometry under concentrations ranging from
1–1000 suns, incorporating realistic resistive loss and contact grid shadowing. Addi-
tionally, a generalized resistance function must extracted from the distributed circuit
simulations in order to generate a useful parameter for incorporation into the compu-
tationally fast modified detailed balance calculation. Ideally, the resistance function
would be applicable across a range of modeled device materials and concentrations.
A lumped series resistance was identified as a useful parameter to independently
modify the cell fill factor. The lumped value was extracted from each of the
individual cell simulations as follows: The power loss was summed across all of
the resistors in the cell equivalent circuit network. This was set equal to the power
loss associated with the current in the full cell area passing through a single lumped
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resistor:
N∑
i=1
I2i Ri = I
2
cellRs . (2.2)
Solving for Rs yields a single parameter that captures the fill factor for any given
solar cell optimized for a particular concentration level.
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Figure 2.5: Optimized solar cell lumped series resistance as a function of concen-
tration for a 7-subcell spectrum-splitting ensemble. Figure adapted from [33].
Fig. 2.5 shows the lumped series resistance values extracted from a concentration
sweep across all seven bandgaps of interest. The contact optimization self-selects
for lower series resistance at higher concentration due to the increasing current. This
results in the negative slope visible in the data and the fit to the geometric mean,
plotted in the solid blue line. The least squares fit to the data geometric mean takes
the form
Rs(C) = 454C0.9352. (2.3)
This fit value can be incorporated into the modified detailed balance calculation by
generating the I–V curve as normal and then subtracting ∆V = I(V)Rs from each
operating point. Performing this operation yields a predicted performance varying
from the optimized value by as much as 12% relative. However, the maximum
deviation across the ensemble of subcells is limited to only 2%. This error bound
constitutes ameaningful improvement over themodified detailed balance calculation
alone.
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One previously nonintuitive insight regarding the relative performance of electrically
independent and series-connected cell ensembles was gained as a consequence of the
resistive loss analysis. It had been obfuscated by the exclusion of any resistive loss
in the models comparing the two electrical classes of spectrum-splitting devices.
Electrically independent cell ensembles suffer approximately n times the resistive
power loss of a series-connected counterpart, where n is the number of cells in
the ensemble. This is because we are subdividing the power into n circuits with
approximately equal current and resistance Rs. Consequently,
Pindependenttot =
N∑
i=1
I2i Rs,i ≈ NI2Rs,
whereas for the series connected ensemble, the resistive power loss to the contacts
is simply I2Rs.
Finally, let us consider the implications of this insight. We find generally that the
presence of these series resistance losses decreases the predicted ensemble efficiency
of electrically independent subcells below that of the analogous series-connected
ensemble. This is in spite of the superior detailed balance efficiency of electrically
independent ensembles originating from superior flexibility in matching bandgaps
to the incident solar spectrum. This reemphasizes the unique opportunities of lat-
eral spectrum splitting designs, namely the incorporation of a high reflectivity back
mirror for increased photon recycling and ηext. Additionally, in spite of their lower
efficiency, electrically independent ensembles are still expected to yield greater an-
nual electricity production due to their adaptability to changing diurnal and seasonal
incident spectra in any given location. This indicates a retention by lateral spectrum
splitting photovoltaics of the attractive potential for lower LCOE than concentrating
photovoltaics with series-connected absorbers.
2.3 Optimizing contacts for a prototype spectrum splitting photovoltaic
In Chapters 3 and 4 we will discuss the design, optimization, and prototyping of
spectrum-splitting photovoltaic submodules. Inherent to each of these designs is a
contact optimization across a seven subcell ensemble, much like that of §2.2. In
this section, we will apply the 3D distributed circuit model to the design of in-
verted square contact geometries by a hill climbing optimization. We will focus on
the optical illumination conditions of the prototype spectrum-splitting photovoltaic
of Chapter 4, but note that the method is easily extensible to other optical split-
ting designs and numbers of subcells, given the availability of suitable materials
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parameters.
Each of the subcells in an electrically independent spectrum-splitting photovoltaic
submodule has unique illumination intensity and electrical device and materials
parameters. The consequence of electrical independence is that each subcell must
be independently optimized to balance its unique illumination current, which is lin-
ear in the area, with the material-specific resistive losses, which are approximately
quadratic in the area (P = I2R). Device input parameters were taken as given in
Table 2.2, with the exception of the emitter sheet resistance REm,sheet and the light
current density JL . The emitter sheet resistance took the value of 1000 Ω/ uni-
formly across all subcells, as suggested by our experimental cell grower, Spectrolab,
Inc. The expected photocurrent densities in this optical design are listed in Table 2.4.
The design assumes a 1 mm × 1 mm square illuminated area on a 1.2 mm × 1.2 mm
Table 2.4: Prototype PSR bandgaps and photocurrent density
Bandgap (eV) JL (A/m2)
2.10 70.1
1.78 68.1
1.54 47.6
1.42 45.7
1.15 84.6
0.93 76.9
0.74 70.6
active area device with an external busbar, as shown later in Fig. 5.5.
The contact optimization proceeded by the following hill-climbing algorithm:
(1) Simulate the structure with a finger-less, external busbar-only contact geom-
etry.
(2) Add afinger in the inverted square configuration, and simulate the performance
of the cell with the new contact geometry.
(3) Check the slope of the ηDBmod(nfingers) curve.
(4) Repeat (2) and (3) as long as the slope remains positive.
(5) Return nfingers for the optimum performer when a decrease in efficiency has
occurred across at least two consecutive additions of additional fingers.
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We chose this simple linear ascent approach because it is increasingly computa-
tionally expensive to simulate larger numbers of contact features. Overshooting the
optimum by any substantial amount would lead to computational times in excess of
the cumulative simulation time of all cases up to the optimal value. An improved
algorithmwould add a number of contact fingers such that the minimum termination
case is simulated, and then refine locally once a change in slope is observed.
Table 2.5: Optimized number of fingers for power conversion in a prototype PSR
w f Bandgap (eV)
(µm) 2.10 1.78 1.54 1.42 1.15 0.93 0.74
1 5 5 5 5 9 7 9
2 3 5 4 4 5 7 7
3 3 3 3 3 5 5 7
4 3 3 3 3 5 5 6
5 3 3 3 3 5 5 5
6 3 3 3 3 4 5 5
8 1 1 1 1 4 4 5
10 1 1 1 1 3 4 5
25 1 1 1 1 3 3 3
100 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
We list the optimized number of contact fingers as a function of the finger width
w f and bandgap in Table 2.5. As the finger width decreases, the finger resistance
increases and the optimization drives the geometry to a larger number of fingers in
order to parallelize the current and reduce resistive losses. Under most conditions,
efficiency increases as finger width decreases, and we will expand on this further
in §3.5. Contacts employed in the concentrating photovoltaic industry commonly
employ a minimum feature size in the 3-10 µm range, though features as small as
1 µm and below are achievable with photolithography [30], [34]–[37]. Since we are
interested in prototyping devices in-house, designing broadly across many feature
sizes will afford flexibility in actualizing the contacts during subsequent prototyping
efforts.
Lastly, we will comment on the areal shadow fraction of the contact geometries.
At the largest feature size considered (100 µm), a single feature constitutes 19%
obscuration of the device front surface by metal. This drives several of the subcells
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to optimize for zero contact fingers, and for the others constitutes directly a 19%
reduction on the maximum achievable efficiency of the submodule. Reducing
the finger width to 25 µm is a substantial improvement, with a power-weighted
average shadow fraction of 6.12%. Further shrinking the fingers to 5 µm reduces
the shadowing below 2.5%, which at the design targets considered is equivalent
to over 1.5 percentage points of efficiency increase. In summary, we can design
optimal contact geometries across a broad range of finger widths, and it is highly
advantageous to push the limits of our lithographic capabilities.
2.4 Unconstrained optimization of top contact geometry using a genetic algo-
rithm
All of the previous sections have described optimizations within the inverted square
family of contact geometries. Many other such families exist, ranging from linear
patterns to radial networks to sub-wavelength fractal networks [27], [34], [38],
[39]. While each of these designs has achieved high performance across one or
more class of devices, they are all constrained in their search of the optimization
landscape because they prescribe a geometric heuristic. Consequently, we expect an
unconstrained optimization of the top contact geometry of a solar cell to uniquely
be able to find a global optimum. Additionally, because much of the possible design
space has been unexplored previously, this optimum has the potential to outperform
devices optimized under a contact geometry heuristic.
We propose to search the design space via genetic algorithm. A genetic algorithm
is an optimization algorithm that mimics the biological processes of evolution and
natural selection. Evolution is the process of modifying chromosomes in such a
way as to impart new features at the point of reproduction, and natural selection
is the forcing that causes more fit members of a population to reproduce more
frequently than their less fit counterparts [40], where fitness remains to be defined.
A chromosome encodes the traits of an individual member of the population, and
evolution occurs on the chromosome; natural selection occurs on the individual.
As the population moves from generation to generation, traits associated with high
fitness are expected to be passed on to new offspring at a high rate, driving the
population to superior performance. Additionally, mutation serves to introduce new
features into the population that will quickly die out if detrimental or proliferate if
advantageous. With random mutation, a genetic algorithm can effectively explore a
broad design space and self-select down to a global optimum.
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In the present context, the populationmembers are solar cells and their chromosomes
encode the geometry of the top contact. We chose to represent the cell by discretizing
the input aperture into a square lattice. The location and presence or lack of
contact metallization is encoded into a binary array representing each element of
the discretized cell lattice. A simplified example can be seen in Fig. 2.6. For a given
cell type, this fully defines the cell characteristics and the 3D distributed circuit
model can be used to evaluate its performance. The fitness of the contact design is
consequently the associated cell efficiency. We note that this relaxes the adherence
to any particular design heuristic.
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Figure 2.6: Binary representation of a solar cell with a one-finger inverted square
contact geometry.
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
(1) Seed a population of N members with randomly generated chromosomes.
(2) Evaluate the fitness of each member of the population.
(3) (a) With selection probability dependent on the individual fitness, select two
individuals from the population to reproduce.
(b) Combine aspects of their chromosomes by copying from one parent
or the other to the child, switching which parent at each bit for which
a normalized randomly generated number is less than the crossover
probability.
(c) Mutate the offspring chromosome by flipping each bit for which a nor-
malized randomly generated number is less than themutation probability.
(d) Repeat (3a)-(3c) until a new N − 1 members have been generated, re-
placing the parents into the population each time.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.7: Top-down view of the contact geometry for the champion cell in a
population after (a) 1, (b) 200, and (c) 1000 generations of genetic optimization.
(e) Clone the best performing parent into the population of children. This
new set of N members is the subsequent generation.
(4) Repeat (2)-(3) until a stopping criterion, such as fitness stagnation or a maxi-
mum number of simulations has been met.
The progress of the algorithm can be visualized by looking at the contact geometry
of the best performing ("champion") individual in any given generation, as well
as by tracking the champion and generation average efficiency. Fig. 2.7 shows
the champion contact geometry for a representative optimization using the genetic
algorithm where our cell is assumed to be 1 mm × 1 mm active area and we have
discretized it into 10 µm × 10 µm unit cells. Initially, the contact is a random
distribution of metal. After 200 generations, it begins to develop structure, favoring
contiguous metal conductors to extract current to the busbar and net removal of
metallized area to absorb more of the incident illumination. This is further refined
over subsequent generations, culminating in the structure shown in Fig. 2.7c.
The final contact geometry was generated by simulating a population of 64 solar
cells for 1000 generations, at which point it terminated. The champion cell devel-
oped a contact geometry with many features reminiscent of heuristically designed
solar cells: thin contact features extending into the center of the absorbing area
and separating approximately equidistantly to minimize conduction length in the
semiconductor layer.
Fig. 2.8 shows the efficiency of the champion performer and the population aver-
age across the entire optimization. Both efficiencies generally trend upward, with
occasional large upticks associated with the introduction of a new feature into the
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Figure 2.8: Performance progress versus generation number for both the champion
performer in each generation and the population average. Each generation consists
of 64 cells, where one is the champion performer from the previous round and the
remainder were generated by recombination and mutation of chromosomes from the
previous generation.
population that leads to rapid improvement. Additionally, the probability of muta-
tion is relatively low, so it becomes difficult in late generation to remove islanded
contact metal that likely has minimal beneficial conductance and reflects a not in-
significant amount of light. The champion efficiency terminates at 25.7%, which is
well below the efficiency of an equivalent cell optimized within heuristic constraints
(28.6%) [34].
While we have not yet demonstrated an efficiency improvement relative to conven-
tional contact optimization strategies, the preceding work serves as a demonstration
of an unconstrained contact optimization, which to our knowledge has not been
previously demonstrated by any approach, genetic or otherwise. Unconstrained
optimization opens additional design space up to the photovoltaic device designer,
which is crucial in the context of an industry fighting for valuable incremental ef-
ficiency gains. We leave changes in approach, including nearly four decades of
refinement in the genetic optimization space, as future work and an opportunity to
continue pushing the limits of solar energy conversion.
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C h a p t e r 3
WHOLISTIC SYSTEM DESIGN AND MODELING OF
SPECTRUM SPLITTING PHOTOVOLTAICS
Comprehensive design of a spectrum splitting photovoltaic receiver requires a mul-
tifaceted model to capture the myriad physics occurring within the system. The
previous chapter described a detailed model for a solar cell using basic electrical
elements to build up a finite element network and recreate cell behavior under a
variety of conditions. Further, it enabled optimization of the top contact geometry
through successive simulations and local or global optimization algorithms. This
cell model is a single piece of a manifold model used in the simulation, design,
and optimization of a spectrum splitting receiver for conversion of sunlight into
electricity. In addition to the subcell model, tools are needed to select the number
and bandgaps of the photovoltaic absorbers; predict the performance of the con-
centrating and spectrum-splitting optics; predict the limiting performance of cell
absorption and power output, especially for cases where there is little precedent for
off-substrate devices incorporating a rear mirror; account for electrical and power
combination losses when tiling submodules into a module; and predict the oper-
ating temperature of each of the subcells under operation. In this chapter we will
describe each of these models and how they are integrated to give a comprehensive
design tool capable of predicting the performance of a large variety of photovoltaic
submodules.
Several of these design components were developed by colleagues Emily Warmann
and Carissa Eisler, with additional contributions by John Lloyd and Matthew Es-
carra. They have been reported in [41] and [42], [43], and are included here for
completeness of the model. In particular, much of this content has been prepared
for peer-reviewed publication as
E. C.Warmann, C. A. Flowers, J. Lloyd, C. N. Eisler,M. D. Escarra, andH. A.
Atwater, “Energy production advantage of independent subcell connection for
multijunction photovoltaics,” Energy Science & Engineering, submitted,
and
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C. N. Eisler, C. A. Flowers, E. C. Warmann, J. Lloyd, P. Espinet-Gonzalez,
S. Darbe, M. Dee, M. Escarra, E. D. Kosten, W. Zhou, and H. A. Atwater,
“The polyhedral specular reflector: A spectrum-splitting multijunction design
to achieve ultrahigh (>50%) solar module efficiency,” In preparation, 2016,
Personal contributions include numerous discussions regarding optimization ap-
proaches spanning all of the physics models; interpolation of the contactless device
efficiency space; refinement of interfaces and feedback between various models;
and development and implementation of the cell electrical model (Chapter 2), sub-
module and module electrical models, power conversion model (Chapter 6), and
thermal model.
3.1 Modified detailed balance
The calculation of modified detailed balance efficiency was described in detail in
the Introduction (§1.2). This calculation can be extended to ensembles of many
bandgaps by summing the power equation over each cell:
ηDBmod =
N∑
i=1
ηDBmod,i. (3.1)
The modified detailed balance efficiency is used to refine the device bandgap se-
lection, an essential component of the optical efficiency calculation (equation 3.2),
and an intermediate merit function for submodule optical designs. Additionally, the
modified detailed balance calculation provides the short circuit current density Jsc
for the cell electrical model and top contact geometry optimization, as well as the
total dissipated power in each subcell for thermal modeling.
3.2 Optical efficiency
An important benchmark in considering each of the optical components and coatings
in the polyhedral specular reflector is the optical efficiency. We define optical
efficiency as ratio of the modified detailed balance ensemble efficiency with as-
designed or as-characterized optical performance to the modified detailed balance
ensemble efficiency with perfect illumination band allocation,
ηoptical =
ηDBtransmitted( fabs, ηext, θc, n)
ηDBincident( fabs, ηext, θc, n)
, (3.2)
such that the total optical efficiency is the product of component optical efficiencies,
and the submodule efficiency is the product of the ideal detailed balance efficiency
with the total optical efficiency.
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3.3 Bandgap selection
A spectrum splitting subcell ensemble accrues an efficiency advantage relative to
single-junction photovoltaics by reducing (i) the amount of incident energy lost
to thermal dissipation of excited carrier energy to the crystal lattice, and (ii) the
number of photons below the lowest absorber bandgap that are not absorbed. The
selection of optimal bandgaps to minimize these losses results generally in an n-
dimensional optimization over the bandgap energies for an ensemble consisting
of n subcells with unique bandgaps. For monolithic multijunction devices, series
connection imposes a current matching constraint between subcells that drastically
reduces the design space, making an exhaustive sweep feasible to optimize the
ensemble bandgaps [44]. Each proposed ensemble is evaluated via a detailed balance
efficiency calculation that simultaneously imposes the current matching constraint
between subcells, effectively limiting the current in every subcell to that of the lowest
current-producing subcell in the ensemble. Lateral spectrum splitting ensembles
have no such constraint, and the design space grows exponentially with the number
of subcells in the ensemble. Consequently, the bandgap selection requires a more
sophisticated optimization algorithm.
Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing is a Monte Carlo probabilistic optimization algorithm that
emulates metallurgical annealing and crystallization in order to search a large design
space and find a global optimum. Given an initial random seed ensemble of n
bandgaps, a perturbation is applied to each of the bandgap values and accepted
as the new basis for further perturbation if the resulting ensemble outperforms the
initial state, as determined by the ensemble unmodified detailed balance efficiency.
Additionally, a worse performing ensemble can be accepted as a new basis with a
probability proportional to the "temperature" of the system, which is necessary to
broadly explore the design space. Initially, the "temperature" of the system is high
and the bandgaps are allowed to freely vary over a large range and quickly explore a
large design space. As the system is "cooled," the probability of accepting a worse
solution slowly decreases until it becomes trapped in the vicinity of a local optimum.
The bandgap selection optimization was carried out across two distinct stages of the
simulated annealing algorithm. In the early stage of the optimization, thoroughly
searching the design space to find the global optimum requires the perturbations of
the ensemble bandgaps to be large. Conversely, in the latter stage of the simulation it
is desirable to search in the immediate vicinity of the global optimum, which requires
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a reduction in the perturbation that is distinct from the probability of accepting an
inferior solution. With the optimization proceeding in two distinct steps, Emily was
able to repeatably identify the same optimal design for spectrum splitting ensemble
bandgaps, which is a necessary but insufficient condition for the identified optimum
to be globally optimal. The optimized values for an eight-subcell ensemble are
shown in the first column of Table 3.1. We chose to focus on ensembles of ≥7
subcells due to their ability to produce designs in excess of 50% efficiency when
accounting for optical and electrical losses as will be discussed in the following
sections.
Table 3.1: Optimized bandgaps and suggested III-V alloys
Optimized Lattice matched III–V alloy Growth wafer ηext
EDBg (eV) EmodDBg (eV) (%)
2.61
2.13 2.13 Al0.20Ga0.32In0.48P GaAs 0.19
1.74 1.78 Ga0.37In0.63P GaAs 8 [45]
1.43 1.54 Al0.1Ga0.9As GaAs 3
1.15 1.42 GaAs GaAs 22.5 [46]
0.94 1.15 In0.87Ga0.13As0.28P0.72 InP 1.2
0.70 0.94 In0.71Ga0.29As0.62P0.38 InP 1.6
0.50 0.74 In0.53Ga0.47As InP 11
The unmodified detailed balance efficiency of equation 1.2 was used in the preceding
calculations because it is difficult to prescribe ηext a priori, which is in general a
function of growth process development andmaterial quality. Additionally, the ηext is
dependent on the device design, which is intractable to simulate via device physics
models with realistic materials parameters for many of the bandgaps considered
because measured values simply do not exist. Moreover, the optimized set of
bandgaps included values for which there is little or no precedent of high quality
III–V photovoltaic device growth (2.61 eV, 0.50 eV). We chose to use only III–V
alloys due to their demonstrated high material quality growth and the possibility of
incorporating high photon recycling with the inclusion of a high reflectivity back-
side mirror on off-substrate devices [26]. Consequently, the optimal set of bandgaps
was modified as follows:
(1) 2.61 eV and 0.50 eV subcells were eliminated.
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(2) A seventh subcell was added to increase the ensemble efficiency.
(3) The ensemble was re-optimized with the acceptable bandgap range clamped
between 0.7–2.13 eV.
(4) Each bandgap was minimally shifted to that of the nearest III–V alloy lattice
matched to either GaAs or InP.
The choice to select only lattice-matched device compositions was motivated by
ease of growth and a desire to minimize crystal defects and avoid lattice-graded
buffer layers in order to maximize the ηext [47].
The final set of bandgaps determined for a seven-junction spectrum splitting pho-
tovoltaic are shown in the second column of Table 3.1. Subsequent columns show
the alloy composition and the growth substrate to which each can be grown lattice-
matched. These compositions were used as the basis for one dimensional device
designs and device physics simulations in AFORS-HET [48], which is both free and
built expressly for photovoltaics. Realistic doping-dependent lifetime and mobility
data were incorporated with each of the modeled subcells in order to optimize the
thickness and doping of each of the device layers[49]–[52]. Devices were assumed
to be comprised of an off-substrate epitaxial stack with a high reflectivity back
reflector. The results of these designs have been previously reported by Warmann
[41], [33], and were used to extract ηext for each of the subcells. The extracted ηext
values are reported in the final column of Table 3.1 with the exception of the 1.78 eV
InGaP and 1.42 eV GaAs subcells where experimental values are reported instead.
The experimental values of the external radiative efficiency are higher than those
predicted by our modeling, indicating a conservative choice of material parameters
in the models.
Limiting efficiency prediction
The EQE for a state-of-the-art GaAs subcell [12] was analyzed to determine that
92% of in-band photons striking the active device area are converted into current.
This fraction of ideal absorption fabs was taken as a design target and simulation
assumption for each of the III–V subcells. Incorporating the fabs and ηext values thus
determined into a modified detailed balance calculation yields an efficiency ceiling
on any submodule employing this ensemble of bandgaps as a function of only
the concentration, and is reported in Table 3.2. Based on the recorded efficiency
projections, >50% module efficiency cells should be possible with high quality
optics and a high efficiency power conditioning system.
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Table 3.2: Modified detailed balance efficiency for a 7-subcell lateral spectrum
splitting ensemble
Concentration ηDBmod
(suns) (%)
1 47.2
10 50.3
100 53.4
1000 56.5
3.4 Optical Design
After the subcell bandgaps have been designed, the concentrating and splitting op-
tics must be designed andmodeled. Any spectrum-splitting photovoltaic submodule
design achieving ultrahigh (>50%) efficiency with realistic subcell parameters ( fabs,
ηext) and a tractable number of subcells requires both (i) sufficiently high con-
centration to elevate the subcell voltages and fill factors, and (ii) a highly efficient
method of dividing the incident broadband spectrum into discrete wavelength bands.
Though several designs have been considered throughout the duration of this project
[53]–[55], we direct our focus here onto the only one to meet both of these criteria
across a broad design space: the polyhedral specular reflector (PSR).
Polyhedral specular reflector
Fig. 3.1a shows schematics of the polyhedral specular reflector design. It achieves
both high concentration and high efficiency by employing a series of multilayer
dielectric filters to divide the incident spectrum and two stages of concentration.
Incident light enters the primary concentrator, either a hollow, mirrored compound
parabolic concentrator (CPC) or an acrylic nonimaging lens. The output of the
primary concentrator feeds directly into a solid glass prism with seven longpass
filters. The filters are oriented at 45◦ with respect to the incident light and ordered
to sequentially reflect away the highest energy photons. As a result, the incident
spectrum is divided into seven bands with the highest energy photons at the top of
the prism and the lowest energy photons at the bottom, as shown in Fig. 3.1b. Each
spectral band is then further concentrated by a solid glass secondary CPC before it
is converted by one of the seven subcells. Depending on the relative sizes of the
primary and secondary concentrators, these individual units can pack horizontally
in-plane as in Fig. 3.1c or vertically if the length of the secondary concentrators
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematics of the polyhedral specular reflector (PSR) submodule.
Incident light is divided through reflection and transmission by a series of filters
embedded in a solid glass prism. Concentration is achieved in two stages. (b)
Schematic of light splitting process of the PSR. Longpass filters sequentially re-
flect away high-to-low energy light for conversion in the appropriate subcell. (c)
Schematic of an example horizontal packing of PSR submodules. Schematics were
generated by Carissa Eisler.
cannot be properly accommodated in a planar configuration [56], [57].
Optical Splitting
The optical splitting components were designed by Carissa Eisler to define the wave-
length band allocation of the submodules. The spectrum-splitting filter stack is the
most critical optical component of the PSR design because effective division of the
solar spectrum is required to prevent misallocation of photons among the subcells
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that result in increased thermalization or nonabsorption losses. We designed seven
aperiodic dielectric filters using alternating layers of SiO2 and TiO2 due to their high
refractive index contrast and capacity for forming filters with high reflectivity. The
number and thicknesses of these layers were optimized in OpenFilters to maximize
reflection of photons with energies above the bandgap of the corresponding subcell
and minimize reflection of photons with energies below the bandgap [58]. Typically,
these filters had a few hundred layers and a total thickness of 20-35 µm [43]. The
simulated spectrum-splitting of the as-designed filters at 45◦ angle of incidence is
shown by the solid curves in Fig. 3.2. Excellent division of incident broadband il-
lumination is observed due to the high reflectivity for photons with energies greater
than the corresponding subcell bandgap and near-zero reflectivity for longer wave-
lengths. The percent of incident photons allocated to each subcell band decreases
as the wavelength approaches the long wavelength filter cutoff as a result of s- and
p- polarization splitting of the filters. This polarization splitting drove the design to
place the cutoff slightly above the subcell bandgap in order to ensure that minimal
low energy photons are misallocated to a higher bandgap subcell that cannot convert
them. As a consequence, some high energy photons are allocated to lower energy
subcells and converted at a lower voltage, which generally harvests 59-98% of the
power that would have been captured in the optimal absorber. The dashed lines
in Fig. 3.2 show the resulting spectrum-splitting of a fabricated filter stack using a
similar design and materials, where Ta2O5 (filter #1) or Nb2O5 (remaining filters)
was substituted for TiO2. Each filter was deposited by Chroma Technology on a
fused silica (Corning HPFS 7980) triangular (filter #1) or parallelepiped (remain-
ing filters) prism via reactive DC sputtering [59]. The change of the high index
material used slightly altered the reflectivity profile, resulting in 97% of the design
optical efficiency based on TiO2. Additionally, the fused silica substrate an O–H
absorption band near 1400 nm, but this negligibly affects the overall efficiency since
atmospheric water vapor has already absorbed this light from the incident solar
spectrum. This demonstrates that excellent spectrum-splitting can be achieved in
practice.
Concentration
Further optical design work is required to produce a submodule efficiency >50%.
Carissa Eisler designed the primary and secondary concentrators to maximize the
conversion efficiency of the subcells. For this study, we employed a compound
parabolic concentrator (CPC) as the primary concentrator, which has a parabolic
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Figure 3.2: Theoretical (solid) and experimental (dashed) spectrum splitting by filter
stacks. Filters consist of alternating layers of SiO2 and TiO2 (solid) or SiO2/Nb2O5
or Ta2O5 (dashed). The experimental filters were deposited by Chroma Technology
based on the theoretical designs and will be described in detail later (§4.1). The
fabricated filters are expected to achieve 97% of the designed optical efficiency,
showing good agreement and high performance. Designs and figure were generated
by Carissa Eisler.
sidewall profile with the parabola focus at the opposite edge of the output face.
While Fresnel lenses are more common in deployed multijunction cells, we focused
on CPCs in this design work because these concentrators can achieve thermodynam-
ically limited maximum concentration by transferring all photons within a designed
acceptance angle to the output facewithin a designed output angle [60]. Wewill later
explore Fresnel and plano-convex lenses as primary concentrators for select point
designs, as well as straight-walled truncated pyramid light pipes when designing to
prototype in §4.1.
In general for concentrating optics, the degree of concentration is increased when
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the acceptance angle decreases or when the output angle increases. This relationship
between acceptance and output angle underlies all design trade-offs in this optical
spectrum splitting architecture. The PSR submodule must accept all photons from
the sun. Therefore, acceptance angle of the primary concentrator was defined
to be 1.8◦, which captures the overwhelming majority of the direct (0.267◦) and
circumsolar (1.5◦) radiation reaching earth at 37◦ latitude. This is the AM1.5D
solar reference spectrum. The large acceptance beyond the solar disk allows for
both capture of circumsolar radiation and compensation of tracking error as the sun
moves position throughout the day and year.
Additionally, the output angle of the primary concentrator will affect the spectrum-
splitting efficiency because the aperiodic dielectric filters, which operate based on
constructive and destructive interference, are sensitive to the angle of incident light.
Increasing the primary concentration, and thereby increasing the output angle of the
primary concentrator, will alter the filter performance and generally decrease the
optical efficiency of the filter stack.
Lastly, if the acceptance angle of the secondary concentrator is smaller than the
output angle of the primary concentrator, light will be rejected by the secondary
concentrators and the optical efficiency will decrease. Consequently, the geometries
of the primary and secondary concentrators must be co-optimized to maximize
transmission into the most desirable subcell for each wavelength.
The entire integrated PSR structure was modeled via ray tracing simulation. Each
ray trace included a realistic set of optical properties for bulk fused silica, the front
fused silica face broadband antireflection coating (ARC), subcell ARCs, mirror
surfaces, and filter reflection, absorption, and transmission. The incident light
source was assumed to be broadbandwith 1.5◦ divergence to account for circumsolar
radiation. The size of the optical splitting prism was fixed with a 1 cm × 1 cm input
aperture, allowing the primary concentrator input size and secondary concentrator
output size to vary in order to change the geometric concentration [43], [61]. The
photon flux determined from the ray trace was passed to the modified detailed
balance calculation to determine both the overall conversion efficiency and the
optical efficiency of each optical configuration. Optimizing the contact geometry
of each design is computationally intensive, so we calculated a contactless device
efficiency, ηcontactless, instead of the full submodule efficiency. The contactless device
efficiency includes optical and modified detailed balance cell losses, but excludes
electrical losses. These electrical losses will be reported for a few select cases in
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§3.5. We define the contactless device efficiency as
ηcontactless = ηOpt,TOTηDB(Eg,C, ηext, fabs)
= ηOpt,PCηOpt,PSRηOpt,SCkηDB,
(3.3)
where ηOpt,TOT is the optical efficiency of the entire PSR submodule and ηDBmod is
the modified detailed balance efficiency assuming perfect spectrum-splitting optics
and concentrators for the set of seven bandgaps (Eg), concentrations (C), external
radiative efficiencies (ηext), and fractions of ideal Jsc ( fabs).
The optical efficiency represents the electrical energy conversion with simulated
photon allocation relative to that of perfect spectrum-splitting and concentration.
The optical efficiency can be further expanded into the individual multiplicative
contributions of the primary concentrator (ηOpt,PC), the spectrum-splitting filter
stack (ηOpt,PSR), the secondary concentrators (ηOpt,SC), as well as a coupling factor
(k) to account for any skew rays that are collected given the unique combination of
primary output angle and secondary concentrator shape, which will be discussed
with regards to Fig. 3.4. Equation 3.3 encapsulates the challenges associated with
spectrum-splitting designs: all optical components must be efficient at transferring
photons to the correct location; otherwise, the total conversion efficiency will reduce
significantly. Concentration can increase the subcell power, but it can also reduce the
optical efficiency by altering the light path. Therefore, it is important to co-optimize
the two stages of concentration to maximize total efficiency.
Fig. 3.3a and b show different perspectives of the contactless device efficiency
of the PSR (color, z-axis) as a function of secondary concentration (x-axis) and
primary concentration (y-axis). Each square data point represents an individual
simulation for a PSR with a CPC for the primary and secondary concentrators.
The projected contour map represents the estimated contactless device efficiency
for any concentration combination generated by a natural neighbor fit between the
simulated data. Based on previous electrical simulations of spectrum splitting
photovoltaic modules (Chapter 6) [62], the efficiency of the power conditioning
electronics is expected to be 95-98%. Consequently, contactless device efficiencies
exceeding 52% should be able to achieve >50% submodule efficiencies. Indeed,
we see that ultrahigh (>50%) efficiency designs are possible with this architecture,
with the highest efficiency designs achieved with the combination of low primary
concentration and high secondary concentration. Higher primary concentration
corresponds to an increased angular distribution on the filter stack (Fig. 3.3 legend),
which reduces the optical splitting efficiency. A higher secondary concentration
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does not affect the performance of the filters, so in general increasing the secondary
concentration increases the efficiency to the point that the acceptance angle of the
secondary concentrators approaches the output angle from the primary concentrator.
This can be seen in the efficiency roll-off at high secondary concentration, and
occurs at lower secondary concentration for larger primary concentration because
of the angle matching criterion. It should now be intuitive that a low primary
concentration and high secondary concentration will yield the highest optical and
contactless device efficiencies. It is also important to note that designs with higher
primary concentration (>36 suns) are capable of record module efficiencies (>40%),
and are attractive as possible lower cost alternatives that reduce the expensive filter
area and secondary concentrator volume. We conclude that the PSR architecture
offers a wide range of design regimes that will exceed current photovoltaic module
efficiencies.
Concentrator truncation
While the PSR architecture has many designs capable of >50% efficiency, many
are impractical to fabricate. The optimal design with 53.6% contactless device
efficiency (2.25 suns primary concentration and 664 suns secondary concentration)
has a hollow primary CPC that is 398 mm tall and solid secondary concentrators
that are 595 mm in length. The secondary concentrators have too high of an aspect
ratio for fabrication. Moreover, even vertical packing is impractical when the PSR
submodule width exceeds its height. In response, we investigated trimming the
primary and secondary CPCs to maintain high efficiency designs with lower aspect
ratio concentrators. The CPCs were trimmed by removing length on the input
side where the CPC sidewalls are nearly vertical, resulting in minimally reduced
concentration. Trimming the primary concentrator reduces the input aperture as
the output angle is held constant, which decreases the geometric concentration.
The geometric concentration of the secondary concentrator is similarly affected.
Additionally, the secondary CPC must be scaled up after trimming to fit onto the
1 cm × 1 cm output face of the filter stack. We repeated the optimization of the
concentrators to achieve high efficiency designs with shorter concentrators whose
aspect ratio is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the highest concentration
design (length < 60 mm).
Fig. 3.4 shows the contactless device efficiencies of trimmed structures based on a
low (2.25×) primary concentration (Fig. 3.4a) and a high (81×) primary concentra-
tion (Fig. 3.4b). In these structures the output angle of the primary concentrator is
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fixed at the value corresponding to the untrimmed CPC (2.7◦ for the 2.25× cases
and 16.4◦ for the 81× cases), and the different concentration values correspond to
different trimmed CPC lengths. The same trend with respect to primary concentra-
tion (series colors) is observable across both concentration regimes: at fixed output
angle, a longer primary concentrator, and therefore higher primary concentration,
results in higher efficiency.
A significantly different trend is observed with respect to secondary concentration
length between the two concentration regimes. With a low output angle from the
primary concentrator, efficiency increases with increased secondary concentration
(length), as in Fig. 3.4a. Contactless device efficiency >52%, which we expect to be
capable of >50% submodule efficiency, is still possible with significantly trimmed
secondary concentrators (<60 mm).
With a high output angle from the primary concentrator, efficiency no longer in-
creases monotonically with secondary concentration, but instead peaks at signifi-
cantly lower secondary concentration than for the untrimmed counterpart submodule
designs. Moreover, the efficiencies for the trimmed structures are higher than the
corresponding untrimmed structures by as much as 3 percentage points. This is a
result of the geometry of the trimmed secondary CPCs. In strongly trimmed cases,
the secondary concentrators resemble a light pipe with straight sidewalls (Fig. 3.4c,
left), and can refract light erroneously outcoupled into a secondary concentrator near
the top of the filter stack back into the filter stack for subsequent reflection and con-
version in a lower energy subcell. Submodules with untrimmed concentrators have
a negligible likelihood of achieving the same recapture due to the more flat surface
profile of the secondary concentrators near the filter stack interface (Fig. 3.4c, right).
While none of the trimmed structures based on high primary concentration (≥36×)
designs achieves >50% contactless device efficiency, it is important to note that
several can achieve record submodule efficiency exceeding that of their untrimmed
counterparts.
3.5 Electrical Design
We modeled the subcell, submodule, and module level electrical circuits to deter-
mine module efficiencies for seven cases of interest. These cases span two regimes
from the previous concentration optimization: (1) ultrahigh efficiency (>50% con-
tactless device efficiency) designs and (2) high primary concentration (≥50 suns)
designs that could be lower cost alternatives. We also included two cases that em-
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ploy a lens (Fresnel or plano-convex) as the primary concentrator for comparison.
Table 3.3 shows the contactless device efficiency, optical efficiency, and optimized
geometries for these designs. Cases 1 and 1a are representative ultrahigh efficiency
submodule designs, where Case 1 is a design for prototyping (trimmed) and Case 1a
is the maximum efficiency design for comparison (untrimmed). Although Case 1
has a much smaller concentration than Case 1a (336× compared to 1495×), Case 1
(52.4%) has a contactless device efficiency very close to Case 1a (53.6%) owing to
its very high optical efficiency. The optical efficiencies of the primary concentrator
and the spectrum-splitting are nearly identical for Case 1 and Case 1a because the
primary concentrator is nearly the same geometry between the two designs, yielding
a high efficiency spectrum-splitting profile (94%). However the optical efficiency of
the secondary concentration stage is higher for Case 1 because Case 1 has trimmed
concentrators, opening the acceptance angle of the secondary concentrators and
allowing for collection of more photons at the cost of a lower concentration. There-
fore, correct allocation of photons is an important metric for high efficiency and
should be considered in addition to concentration to optimize spectrum-splitting
designs.
Cases 2, 2a, and 2b correspond to the high primary concentration regime balanc-
ing performance with the expected cost of manufacturing. Case 2 is an optimized
trimmed design based on the 81× primary concentrator structure. Case 2 is com-
pared to Case 2a, the highest efficiency design for the untrimmed 81× primary
concentration series, and Case 2b, the optimum design from the untrimmed 49×
primary concentration series. Although the geometry of Case 2 was derived from
Case 2a, the contactless device efficiency of Case 2 is more similar to that of Case
2b as a result of recapturing light by refraction. This is also reflected in the optical
efficiency. Cases 2, 2a, and 2b have similar optical efficiencies through the primary
concentration stage (around 98%) as the transfer of photons is mostly affected by the
reflectivity of the silver coating and not the angle. We note that this is also similar to
the ultrahigh efficiency Cases 1 and 1a. The spectrum-splitting optical efficiency is
almost identical between Case 2 and Case 2a (78.2 and 79.6%, respectively) because
these two designs have the same angular spread exiting the primary concentration.
Consequently, these optical efficiencies are lower than Case 2b (84.2%), which has
a lower angular spread exiting the primary concentrator and therefore is more ef-
ficient at dividing the incident spectrum. However, while the optical efficiency of
the secondary concentrators is very similar for all the high primary concentration
cases, the coupling factor is greater than 1 for Case 2 because the refraction in
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the secondary concentrators leads to significant recapture of photons that would
be otherwise lost. Thus, the optical efficiency for Case 2 (78.5%) more closely
matches Case 2b (76.2%) over Case 2a (69.5%), demonstrating a higher efficiency
overall despite a significantly lower concentration. While none of the other CPC
case study designs exhibits this effect and hence have k = 1, the effect is pervasive
and increasingly effective at reduced secondary length for the simulated designs in
Fig. 3.4b.
We additionally investigated a lens as a substitute primary concentrating optic as
lenses are far more commonly deployed in concentrator multijunction modules.
We designed plano-convex and Fresnel lenses substituted them in the ray tracing
simulation file of the existing designs to determine the new contactless device
efficiency and optical efficiencies. Cases 1L and 2L are the primary concentrator
lens analogs of Cases 1 and 2, respectively, and use poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) lenses. Case 2L employs a Fresnel lens while Case 1L employs a plano-
convex lens. In both cases the acceptance angle is slightly reduced to 1◦ (versus
1.8◦ in the CPC cases) to more closely replicate current CPV technologies [63].
For a consistent comparison, the output angle of the lens is the same as the original
CPC and the secondary concentrator sizes and angles are the same. As a result, the
spectrum-splitting and secondary concentrator optical efficiencies between Cases 1
and 1L and Cases 2 and 2L are very similar. Additionally, the optical coupling of
Case 2L (1.14) is nearly identical to that of Case 2 (1.13) because the refractive light
recapture is present for designs that employ highly trimmed secondary concentrators
with a high output angle primary concentrator. However, the total optical efficiencies
of the lens cases are significantly less than the original designs. The optical efficiency
of the primary CPC is limited mostly by the high reflectivity of the metal surface
(~98%), while the optical efficiency of a lens is lower (~92%) owing to the Fresnel
reflection and PMMA absorption losses. This results in lower contactless device
efficiencies for Cases 1L and 2L by a few percentage points. However, we note that
(1) Case 2L is still more efficient than the untrimmed Case 2a because the refraction
coupling effect is stronger than the lens losses and (2) that both Case 1L and 2L are
capable of record module efficiencies. This shows the versatility of the PSR design
and its many high efficiency permutations.
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Figure 3.3: Contactless device efficiency landscape as a function of primary and
secondary concentration. Each square point represents a ray tracing simulation per-
formed with a CPC for the primary concentrator. The projected contour represents
the predicted efficiency for any arbitrary concentration based on these simulations.
Contactless device efficiency generally increases with decreasing primary concen-
tration and increasing secondary concentration. Simulations were performed by
Carissa Eisler. Interpolation and figure generation were performed by Cristofer
Flowers.
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Figure 3.4: Trimmed PSR contactless device efficiency for trimmed PSR sub-
modules based on (a) 2.25× primary concentrator designs and (b) 81× primary
concentrator designs. (c) Light is able to refract back into the PSR and be recap-
tured in a lower bandgap subcell for highly trimmed concentrators. Simulations and
figure generation were performed by Carissa Eisler.
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Table 3.3: Point Design Cases for Module Efficiency Prediction
High Efficiency High Primary Concentration
Case 1 1a 1L 2 2a 2b 2L
E
ffi
c
i
e
n
c
y
(
%
)
Contactless Device Efficiency 52.4 53.6 48.0 43.9 40.8 44.5 42.2
Optical Efficiency Total 91.6 90.8 83.4 78.5 69.5 76.2 74.4
Primary Concentrator 98.4 98.3 92.2 98.0 97.9 97.9 91.5
Spectrum-Splitting Optic 94.3 94.3 92.4 78.2 79.6 84.2 77.1
Secondary Concentrators 98.5 97.6 97.0 90.5 89.2 92.4 91.5
Coupling Factor 100 100 100 113 100 100 114
G
e
o
m
e
t
r
y
(
s
u
n
s
o
r
m
m
)
Primary Concentrator 1.73 2.25 2.25 50 81 49 90
(Height) 200 398 265 500 1591 1273 178
Secondary Concentrator 224 664 224 3 12 20 3
(Height) 64 595 64 7 52 70 7
Overall Concentration 386 1495 504 155 974 985 180
Cell Size 0.67 0.39 0.67 5.69 2.88 2.23 5.69
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We then calculated the electrical losses for each case study using (1) a three dimen-
sional distributed circuit model for top contact geometry optimization and resistive
losses, (2) analytic determination of resistive interconnection losses, and (3) Califor-
nia Energy Commission (CEC) weighted efficiency specifications for commercially
available power conditioning and circuit combination losses.
The contacted subcell electrical performance was simulated in HSPICE as described
in Chapter 2 [32], [34]. The contact geometry was independently optimized for
every subcell in each case study for contact features with square cross-sections
ranging in width from 1-5 µm. Contacts employed in the concentrating photovoltaic
industry commonly employ a minimum feature size in the 3-10 µm range, though
features as small as 1 µm and below are achievable with photolithography [30],
[34]–[37]. Contact designs were constrained to inverted square geometries [27].
The optimization was performed by varying the number of contact fingers at the
interior of the cell in order to balance resistive losses from lateral conduction in
the semiconductor and metallic grid with optical shading from the grid features.
Symmetry was exploited to reduce computational complexity by simulating one
quarter of the subcell. The illumination current density is taken from the optical
simulation with no shadowed area. The shadowed area from each optimized contact
geometry is then passed back into the optical model to determine a self-consistent
contactless device efficiency.
The contactless device efficiency intrinsically accounts for recombination current
losses because it incorporates the modified detailed balance calculation (3.4). These
recombination current losses are also present in the electrical simulations. Therefore,
the electrical simulations need to isolate the resistive losses from the recombination
losses. This was accomplished by normalizing the performance of the optimized
contact case to an ideal collector distributed circuit simulation case. In the ideal case
the entire front surface of the device was covered with a perfectly transparent and
conductive contact layer that replicates the performance from the contactless device
efficiency in the case of zero shadowing. Normalizing the optimized electrical
performance by the ideal performance and the shadowed area fraction yields the
contact electrical efficiency:
ηE,contact =
ηoptimal
ηshadowlesscontactless (1 − fshadow)
. (3.4)
Multiplication of the contact electrical efficiency, submodule interconnection ef-
ficiency, and power conditioning efficiency with the contactless device efficiency
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Table 3.4: Submodule interconnection circuit resistive loss contributions
Component
Resistance per Subcell Relative Loss(
10−2 Ω
) (
10−2 %
)
Subcell chip carrier leads 0.3 0.5
Chip carrier solder 0.1 0.1
PCB traces 9.7 14.2
Submodule interconnects 4.1 6.0
Interconnect solder 0.3 0.4
String bus 6.5 9.5
Total 20.9 30.7
yields the module efficiency:
ηmodule = ηE,contactηE,submoduleηE,DC−DCηcontactless. (3.5)
Submodule interconnection efficiency
The submodule interconnection efficiency, ηE,submodule, is the 14-terminal DC power
output from the interconnected submodule relative to the 14-terminal DC power
output from the contacted subcells. This takes into account resistances due to wire-
bonds and solder between subcells and chip carriers, solder between chip carriers
and the submodule printed circuit board (PCB), copper traces on the PCB, solder
between the PCB and submodule interconnecting wires, interconnect wires, and the
electrical bus connecting series submodule strings in parallel arrays. The resistive
losses are calculated on a per-subcell basis and subsequently normalized to the
subcell output power and weighted by the overall power output at each bandgap to
determine the relative power loss contribution. These contributions are enumerated
in Table 3.4 for the Case 1 design. The total loss is approximately 0.3%, resulting
in a submodule interconnection efficiency of 99.7%.
All resistances were calculated from the conductor geometry and the bulk resistivity
by Pouillet’s Law,
R = ρbulk
L
Ac
, (3.6)
where ρbulk is the material-dependent bulk electrical resistivity, L is the conduction
length, and Ac is the cross-sectional area for conduction. Resistances in series
are summed according to Kirchoff’s voltage law, while conductances (G ≡ 1/R) in
parallel are summed according to Kirchoff’s current law. For all of the resistance
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calculations, copper resistivity is taken equal to 1.68×10−8 Ω ·m [64], and tin-lead
solder resistivity is taken equal to 1.65 × 10−7 Ω ·m [65].
The subcell chip carrier leads account for two series sets of four parallel copper wire
bonds each 5mm in length and 100 µm in diameter, ignoring themacroscopic carrier
feet whose resistance is negligible relative to the wire bonds. The chip carrier solder
assumes wire bonds are bonded to a solder bump on the chip carrier with interfacial
area equal to the wire diameter of 100 µm and an overall thickness of 100 µm,
and two of these interfaces exist in parallel to accommodate two terminals for each
subcell. Traces on standard “1 oz” copper-plated PCBs were 1 mmwide by 34.7 µm
thick. Each subcell has two series traces with average length of 10 cm. Adjacent
submodules in series are interconnected with two 36 American wire gauge (AWG)
copper wires
(
Ac = 0.0127mm2
)
with a length of 3 cm. These interconnect wires
are soldered to the PCB with an assumed interfacial area equal to the wire cross-
sectional area and 100 µm thick solder. Two such solder joints in series account
for the positive and negative interconnections to each subcell. Lastly, the bus is
designed to consist of a 1 mm2 cross section copper bar 1 m in length. While in
practice the currents from each of the parallel strings would not traverse the entirety
of the bus, I made a conservative limiting assumption that the entire parallel current
density would experience the full resistive loss of the bus rather than specifying
precise geometrical spacing of the strings. Consequently, the reported string bus
resistive loss can be viewed as an upper bound.
The design space is in principle large for each of these losses due to freedom in
selecting, the interconnection wire gauge, number of parallel wire bonds, and PCB
copper plating thickness and trace width, among other parameters. Consequently,
the specific assumptions and resulting values presented in Table 3.4 primarily serve
to explain the design process. It is assumed that in each of the other design
cases a comparable interconnection efficiency can be achieved by variation of the
aforementioned parameters within a reasonable design space.
DC-DC power conditioning for two-terminal output
Independent series-parallel circuits for each of the bandgaps comprise the module
topology and are summarized in Table 3.5. Subcells at each bandgap are connected
electrically independently to form strings Nseries in length, and Nparallel parallel
strings are connected through an electrical bus. Series subcells accumulate voltage
and parallel strings accumulate current in order to match the nominal input speci-
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fication range of the DC-DC power converter specified by “DC-DC Model”. Each
independent series-parallel circuit connected to a DC power optimizer undergoes
maximum power point tracking and output voltage synchronization with power con-
ditioning efficiency, ηE,DC−DC. The California Energy Commission (CEC) weighted
efficiency for a power converter is the operating efficiency averaged over an annual
power distribution corresponding to irradiance in the United States desert south-
west. The CEC efficiency for a SolarEdge P-300 DC power optimizer is specified at
98.8% and is taken to be a good representation of the power combination efficiency
between a 14-terminal module and a 2-terminal module [62], [66]1. As for the
submodule interconnection efficiency, DC-DC power conditioning efficiency was
assumed constant across all design cases.
1The cited P-600 series DC power optimizer, which was used in the design, is no longer in
production. A similar design can be performed with the P-300 series power converters.
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Table 3.5: Module interconnection circuit topology parameters using DC-DC converters
Eg Vmpp Impp Nparallel Nseries Vseries Iparallel Pmpp NDC−DC DC-DC DC-DC
(V) (A) (V) (A) Power (W) (W) Model
2.13 1.80 2.0E-02 250 40 71.9 5.1 1453 4 363 OP400-MV
1.78 1.51 1.2E-02 250 80 120.5 3.0 729 2 364 OP400-EV
1.58 1.26 1.4E-02 250 80 101.0 3.6 717 2 358 OP400-EV
1.42 1.11 1.1E-02 500 40 44.3 5.6 491 2 246 OP250-LV
1.15 0.84 2.2E-02 160 125 105.6 3.6 750 2 375 OP400-EV
0.94 0.66 1.5E-02 250 160 105.8 3.8 405 1 405 OP400-EV
0.74 0.49 1.2E-02 400 100 48.6 5.0 241 1 241 OP250-LV
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Comprehensive module performance
Fig. 3.5 shows the optimizedmodule efficiency as a function of contact finger feature
size for each of the case studies (Fig. 3.5a), along with the fractional contribution
of each of the electrical and shadowing losses for contact optimizations with 1 µm
and 3 µm features (Fig. 3.5b). Even with 3 µm wide fingers Case 1 is capable of
producing an ultrahigh efficiency module, while employing smaller contact feature
sizes broadens the ultrahigh efficiency design space for both Cases 1 and 1a. Ad-
ditionally, Cases 2, 2b, and 2L illustrate a range of higher primary concentration
designs with record module efficiencies. Each of the displayed cases approaches the
corresponding contactless device efficiency at its peak.
The efficiency versus feature size curves in Fig. 3.5a can generally be divided
into two regimes of negative and positive slope. To understand each of these
regimes, first consider that the optimum contact geometry occurs where the rate
of increase in obscured area, or “shadow”, losses from adding additional contact
fingers equals the rate of decrease in contact resistive losses. Further, the contact
resistive losses are comprised of resistance to lateral conduction in the emitter
sheet, contact resistance at the semiconductor-metal interface, resistivity of the
metal fingers, and resistivity of the busbar. The ratio of electrical to shadow loss
varies by cell size and concentration regime. Lower concentration designs are less
sensitive to contact feature sizes according to the quadratic relationship between
current and resistive power loss in the contacts (P = I2R). This relationship
dictates a steeper slope to the efficiency versus contact feature size curves for designs
with higher overall concentration. For example, this quadratic loss relationship
enables the trimmed, lower concentration Case 1 to outperform its untrimmed,
higher concentration counterpart Case 1a for contact features ≥2 µm. Most of the
cases considered fall within this regime of increasing efficiency with decreasing
finger width. In this regime the resistive losses are dominated by the lateral sheet
resistance of the device emitter layer. Thus, decreasing the finger width increases the
optimal number of fingers to decrease finger-to-finger spacing, parallelizes current
collection and reduces sheet resistance loss while simultaneously reducing the total
shadowed area. The sheet resistance dominated loss regime is most apparent for
cases 1, 1a, 1L, and 2b in Fig. 3.5b. These cases show mutual reduction of both
resistive and shadow loss for 1 µm optimized contact features relative to 3 µm
optimized contact features.
In contrast, the regions of positive slope correspond to regimes where the finger and
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Figure 3.5: Simulated module efficiency with optimized contact grids.
busbar resistive losses are sufficiently large to dominate the aggregate shadow and
resistive loss. Maintaining constant aspect ratio has the side effect of constraining
the entire contact metallization thickness, thereby increasing the finger and busbar
resistances. In cases of high current, most notably in those with larger cell sizes that
have higher resistance due to conduction length, decreasing the feature size results
in reduced shadow and emitter sheet resistive loss but a net increase to resistive and
cumulative loss, and consequently lower efficiency. Cases 2 and 2L exhibit resistive
loss dominated contact metallization; both the ratio of resistive to shadow loss and
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the net loss increase as the feature size is decreased. Lastly, Case 2a represents
a transitional case between the aforementioned regimes. The ratio of resistive to
shadow loss increases significantly with decreasing feature size, but the net loss is
reduced. This transitional region at the smallest feature size considered corresponds
to the leveling out of slope of the Case 2a curve in Fig. 3.5a.
These mechanisms serve to identify a few areas of future interest broadly applicable
to concentrating photovoltaics. First, there is substantial potential for increased
efficiency by driving toward small cells and fine contact features. Second, an
optimum contact feature size exists given the specific aspect ratio constraints of
a given contact patterning process and the geometrical parameters of the cell and
concentration employed. Finally, this optimum can be improved by developing
processes for higher aspect ratio contacts, thereby reducing resistive loss in the
contact metallization and expanding the potential for improved efficiency.
Optical and electrical modeling conclusions
Thus far, we have accounted quantitatively for each of the optical and electrical losses
in a spectrum splitting photovoltaic module by integrating modified detailed balance
subcell performance calculations, wave optical filter simulations, ray tracing optical
allocation simulations, 3-dimensional distributed circuit subcell resistive loss mod-
eling, inter-subcell resistive loss modeling, and power combination loss modeling.
This culminates in the predictive parametric equation for module efficiency,
ηmodule = ηE,contactηE,submoduleηE,DC−DCηOpt,PCηOpt,PSRηOpt,SCkηDB, (3.7)
which enables us to map out a wide design space. From this integrated modeling
we conclude that both record (>40.4%) and ultrahigh (>50%) module efficiencies
are achievable using existing cell, optical, and electrical technologies. A submodule
with seven subcells can exceed 50% efficiency if (i) the ensemble averaged subcell
external radiative efficiency is at least 3%, (ii) the splitting and concentrating optical
efficiency is ≥ 90% with (iii) low (<10×) primary and high (>100×) secondary con-
centration, and (iv) the submodule incorporates a high electrical efficiency (>96%)
including subcell contact resistive losses, interconnection losses, and power com-
bination losses. The required external radiative efficiencies are possible with very
low-defect, off-substrate solar cells experimentally demonstrated by the III–V cell
growth field [45], [46]. Further, we have now demonstrated a broad range of designs
that can achieve high optical efficiency with moderate to high concentration, as
well as high electrical efficiency. We conclude that the polyhedral specular reflec-
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tor architecture and the module modeling tools developed herein are enabling for
ultrahigh efficiency modules.
3.6 Thermal modeling
An additional efficiency advantage is expected for lateral spectrum splitting photo-
voltaics over monolithic multijunctions due to a reduction in operating temperature.
While an on-sun efficiency advantage is not generally incorporated in standard
room temperature concentrator efficiency ratings, a lower operating temperature is
an additional contributor to both increased annual energy production and reduced
levelized cost of electricity. Increased operating temperature has two effects on
photovoltaic devices. First, most semiconductors undergo bandgap narrowing with
increasing temperature according to
Eg (T) ≈ Eg (0) − αT
2
T + β
, (3.8)
where α and β are positive empirical parameters with units of eV/K and K, respec-
tively. This narrowing tends to minimally increase current collection by facilitat-
ing absorption of photons with slightly lower energy than the room temperature
bandgap. Second, the open circuit voltage drops substantially due to an increase in
the recombination currents according to
Voc =
nkT
q
ln
(
Jsc
J0
+ 1
)
, (3.9)
assuming a single diode model for the solar cell. Expanding the dark saturation
current
J0 ≡
qDpn2i
LpND
+
qDnn2i
LnNA
∝ T3+γ/2 exp
(
−Eg
kT
)
, (3.10)
which rapidly increases with increasing temperature across the typical operation
range of photovoltaics (300-400 K). Both of these effects can be summarized by
the empirical temperature coefficient, which is the absolute percentage change in
efficiency per Kelvin with increasing temperature. A value of 0.08%/K is typical for
III-V materials [67], so operating 12 K cooler translates to one absolute percentage
point of efficiency increase. Efficiency gains of this magnitude are typically the
outcome of multiple years of research and millions of dollars in funding.
We have modeled a >47% efficient module with passive thermal management main-
taining cell temperature withing ~16 ◦C of ambient under AM1.5D illumination
using COMSOL Multiphysics for thermal analysis. The model was developed for
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a PSR using 25 mm long light pipe secondary concentrators to achieve 48.5%
simulated module efficiency. The physical dimensions of the prototype must be
abstracted slightly to enable proper meshing and compatible length scales between
the cells and optics for simulation. The parallelepiped and light pipes are drawn at
scale and composed of quartz. Subcells all have GaAs material properties. The chip
carrier is abstracted to a thin planar copper layer equivalent in thickness to the metal
thickness on the physical chip carrier. The printed circuit board is assumed to be
made of FR-4 fiberglass epoxy laminate, and the submodule is surrounded by air and
undergoes forced convection at 1 cm/s average velocity. This model neglects PCB
traces and vias, consequently reducing heat spreading. It also neglects radiative
coupling between adjacent surfaces. Cumulatively, these assumptions will cause
the simulated temperature to be greater than the actual temperature.
Heat transport is governed by the heat equation incorporating Fourier’s law of
conduction. In steady state, convected and conducted heat out of the simulation
volume is balanced by heat generation within the volume:
ρCpu · ∇T − ∇ · (k · ∇T) = Q. (3.11)
Rather than approximate a convective heat transfer coefficient, we directly calculated
the velocity field of the surrounding air medium. This was governed by the Cauchy
momentum equation,
ρ (u · ∇)u = ∇ ·
[
−pI + µ
(
∇u + (∇u)T
)
− 2
3
(∇ · u) I
]
+ F (3.12)
and continuity,
∇ · (ρu) = 0. (3.13)
We applied a no-slip boundary condition at the PSR surfaces and a periodic boundary
condition at the simulation walls to capture the environment of an array of tiled PSR
submodules within a larger photovoltaic module.
Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 show the simulated geometry and surface temperature map (K)
map across the optics, subcells and printed circuit board in a periodic flow volume.
The air inlet is fixed at ambient temperature (298.15 K), with whiter regions being
hotter. We predict subcell maximum and minimum temperature rise of 16.5◦C and
7◦C across the seven subcells, as illustrated more precisely in the temperature cut
through the cell plane in Fig. 3.8. Each of the peaks occurs within one of the
seven subcells, with troughs occurring in the air intermediate between subcells.
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Figure 3.6: Polyhedral specular reflector geometry simulated in COMSOL including
spectrum splitting optics, secondary concentrators, subcells, abstracted chip carriers,
and a simplified printed circuit board.
Figure 3.7: Surface temperature (K) map across the optics, subcells and printed
circuit board in a periodic flow volume. The air inlet is fixed at ambient temperature
(298.15 K), with whiter regions being hotter.
Lastly, slices of the air velocity profile are shown in Fig. 3.9. The maximum air
velocity is 2.4 cm/s (0.054 mi/h), which is order of magnitude consistent with the
velocity predicted according to equation (10.9-16) for recirculating free convection
in Bird et al. [68]. Using the parameters relevant to the considered system (ν =
0.16 cm2/s, β¯ = 3.3 × 10−3 K−1, ∆T = 16.5 K, B = 1 cm) estimates an average
velocity of 7 cm/s in the vicinity of the highest temperature subcell.
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Figure 3.8: Temperature profile (K) along a cross-sectional cut through the subcells’
centers. Each of the peaks occurs within one of the seven subcells, with troughs
occurring in the air intermediate between subcells. Maximum and minimum tem-
perature rises of 16.5 K and 7 K above ambient are determined.
Figs. 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 show the equivalent surface temperature maps, cell
temperature cut, and velocity slice map for a monolithic multijunction under a solid
secondary concentrator. Total concentration and power dissipated were assumed to
be the same as the PSR submodule case, but the heat generation is confined to a
single cell volume. Consequently, the temperature rise above ambient is over twice
as large as that of the hottest subcell in the PSR submodule.
While the absolute value of the temperature rise is dependent on the assumed air flow
rate (1 cm/s), the relative temperature rise is less than half of that of a traditional
monolithic multijunction. Conventional CPV modules typically operate between
30-80◦C above ambient [69]. Consequently, we expect a substantial efficiency
advantage for lateral spectrum splitting designs on the order of multiple percentage
points at concentrator standard operating conditions (CSOC). Lastly, assuming a
temperature coefficient of 0.08%/K, as for flat plate GaAs [67], our simulated
module efficiency including temperature degradation is 47.1%.
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Figure 3.9: Velocity profile (m/s) slices along the length of the PSRused to determine
convective heat transport away from the subcells.
Figure 3.10: Surface temperature (K) for a monolithic multijunction of identical size
and concentration to the spectrum-splitting case studied above, with whiter regions
being hotter.
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Figure 3.11: Temperature profile (K) along a cross-sectional cut through the mono-
lithic cell’s center. The peak occurs within the cell. A maximum temperature rise
of 36.5 K above ambient is determined.
Figure 3.12: Velocity profile (m/s) slices along the length of the monolithic equiv-
alent device used to determine convective heat transport away from the cell. The
maximum air velocity is 2 cm/s (0.045 mi/h).
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C h a p t e r 4
COMPONENT PROTOTYPING AND INTEGRATION FOR
SPECTRUM SPLITTING PHOTOVOLTAIC SUBMODULES
The previous chapter detailed the computational modeling and design of a class
spectrum splitting photovoltaic submodules capable of achieving unprecedented
sunlight conversion efficiency. Coupling individual models for optical throughput,
cell power conversion, electrical collection and interconnection, and thermal per-
formance enabled a robust probe of the design space available to the polyhedral
specular reflector. In particular, this coupled model provided critical insight into the
trade-offs between achievable efficiency (PSR Case 1a) and component simplifica-
tion for practical implementation (Case 1). In this chapter we discuss an additional
point design polyhedral specular reflector which makes additional design simplifi-
cations and efficiency concessions for manufacturing feasibility. Additionally, we
describe in detail the prototype assembly procedure for this submodule point design.
This integration procedure is inclusive of optics, cells, and additional electrical and
mechanical components to support the submodule and facilitate power extraction.
Characterization of the integrated prototype will be reported in Chapter 5, so the
focus herein will be the design and integration procedure. To that end, we will
describe in sequence (§4.1) the point design specifications of the submodule to be
prototyped, (§4.2) the fabrication and integration of the optical components, (§4.3)
fabrication, processing, and mounting of the subcells at all seven bandgaps, (§4.4)
design and fabrication of the printed circuit board and mechanical components, and
(§4.5) final integration of the submodule optical and electronic components.
4.1 Polyhedral specular reflector submodule with 100× light pipe concentra-
tors
The prototype design of the polyhedral specular reflector consists of a 1 cm × 1 cm
input aperture with a broadband anti-reflection coating (ARC). A broadband anti-
reflection (AR) coating is needed on the front surface of the filter stack in order
to minimize Fresnel reflection at the air-fused silica interface, which otherwise
amounts to ~4% optical loss. The coating is a multilayer dielectric stack on a 1 cm
× 1 cm × 1 mm Corning UVFS 7980 slide, designed, deposited, and measured
by Reynard Corporation. Reynard Corp. chose not to disclose the materials and
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thicknesses used in the filter deposition, but a broadband anti-reflection coating
of comparable performance composed of MgF2, SiO2, and TiO2 was previously
designed and reported by Eisler et al. [53]. Design targeted <1.5% broadband
reflectivity loss as defined by the optical efficiency formula in equation 3.2 (§3.2).
The ARC is attached to a longpass filter stack consisting of six parallelepipeds and
one triangular prism composed of fused silica (Corning UVFS 7980). embedded
in fused silica (Corning UVFS 7980) that separates incident white sunlight into a
cascade of wavelength bands. The 45◦ oriented lower diagonal face of each piece
is coated with a multilayer dichroic long-pass filter consisting of alternating layers
of SiO2 and Ta2O5 (triangular prism, top filter) or Nb2O5 (parallelepipeds). The
filters were deposited using reactive DC sputtering by Chroma Technology, and the
stack was assembled at Caltech. Each of the prisms was oversized to a 10.4 mm
× 10.4 mm top-down projected area to allow for 0.2 mm bevels along all of the
edges with ≥90◦ angles. This decreased the design optical efficiency by ~1% [61],
but helps to prevent the formation of chips along the sharp edges which would
deleteriously impact the optical performance.
Successively, each wavelength band is reflected through a secondary light pipe
concentrator to a small subcell comprised of a III-V material with bandgap closely
matched to the minimum illuminating wavelength. Each light pipe is a truncated,
straight-walled pyramid 100 mm long with a 10 mm × 10 mm input face, a 1 mm ×
1 mm output face, and provides 100× geometrical concentration. The light pipes are
composed of Corning 7980 UVFS and were ground and polished into the described
dimensions by Isuzu Glass Ltd.
A subcell is attached to each of the light pipe output faces with subcell bandgap
decreasing while moving away from the input aperture. Subcells at each of the seven
lattice matched bandgaps listed in Table 3.1 (§3.3) were designed for epitaxial liftoff
and two-pass absorption by Spectrolab, Inc. Spectrolab grew epitaxial material
stacks via III–V metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) , performed
basic testing, and delivered the wafers to Caltech for device processing. Processed
subcells are mounted to chip carriers via wire bonding and conductive epoxy to
minimize the number of times the contact pads directly atop the epitaxial material
have to be electrically probed. Additionally, the chip carriers facilitate mounting
the submodule to a printed circuit board (PCB) for submodule interconnection.
Fig. 4.1 shows the polyhedral specular reflector (PSR) spectrum splitting photo-
voltaic submodule. It includes each of the previously described components (less
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the chip carriers) attached and configured for lateral spectrum splitting. Fig. 4.1b
shows the same PSR implemented in ray tracing software with a demonstrative sub-
set of rays being split by wavelength and directed to each of the subcells, including
the chip carriers.
In total the predicted sunlight conversion efficiency is 47.9%under theAM1.5D solar
reference spectrum. This calculation employs the models presented in Chapter 3 in
conjunction with the geometric andmaterials information of the prototype described
in this section. A summary of design parameters is presented in Table 4.1 for
reference.
Table 4.1: PSR prototype submodule design specifications
Parameter (Units) Value
ρM (Ω ·m) 3.5 × 10−8
ρbulk (Ω ·m) 2.4 × 10−2
ρc
(
Ω ·m2) 3.7 × 10−10
ρbc
(
Ω ·m2) 8.0 × 10−9
Fig. 4.1c is a photograph of the integrated submodule prototype following the
procedure described from §4.2–4.5. The prototype submodule includes an input
face broadband antireflection coating, all solid spectrum splitting and concentrating
optics, and seven unique subcells on chip carriers.
4.2 Optics prototyping and integration
The filter stack was assembled in series from the longest wavelength cutoff (silver
mirror) to the shortest (573 nm) on a 45◦ inclined assembly jig to provide alignment
guides. Each filter was attached using 4 µL of Sylgard 184 PDMS (2:1 base:curing
agent) deposited by micropipette to form a thin optomechanical adhesive layer.
Each of the prism exterior faces was precisely covered with Kapton tape to prevent
excess PDMS wicking onto the sidewalls and reducing the efficacy of total internal
reflection used to laterally confine the light. For each of the six attachment steps,
the filter stack was placed in a desiccator under rough vacuum for ≥15 minutes to
remove any trapped air bubbles and then baked in a laboratory oven at 80±10◦C for
40 minutes to cure the PDMS.
Following all filter attachment steps, the stack was then mounted vertically in order
to attach the broadband anti-reflection coating using the same the same PDMS
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Figure 4.1: Three representations of the polyhedral specular reflector in concept,
modeling and experiment. (a) Schematic illustration of the PSR highlighting the
locations of solid optics, spectrum-splitting filters, and subcells. (b) Implementation
of the PSR for ray tracing with split spectrum reaching each of the seven subcells.
(c) Photograph of the integrated PSR submodule with equivalent components to the
schematic and ray trace.
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attachment, desiccation, and curing procedure. Kapton tape was removed and
the filter stack was cleaned with acetone and isopropyl alcohol prior to optical
characterization.
4.3 Cell processing and mounting
Cell processing
John Lloyd processed the each of the seven III–V subcell wafers into functional
on-film photovoltaics by the following procedure:
1. wafer singulation into ~1 in2 pieces;
2. back contact seed layer evaporation of Ni/Au 4/125 nm;
3. back contact Cu electroplating (~100 µm);
4. epitaxial lift-off in concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF) (GaAs-based subcells)
or 1:1 concentrated HF:ethanol (InP-based subcells);
5. front contact photolithography (Shipley 1813 or nLOF 2020 photoresist, Karl
Suss Model MJB3 mask aligner);
6. front contact electron beam evaporation of Pd/Ge/Au 10/50/500 nm (GaAs-
based subcells) or Ni/Au 4/500 nm (InP-based subcells);
7. metal liftoff in Remover PG or acetone;
8. contact anneal at 200 ◦C for 24 h (GaAs-based subcells only);
9. contact layer etch in H3PO4:H2O2:H2O (GaAs-based subcells only);
10. mesa etch photolithography;
11. mesa etch in non-selective aqua regia (non-selective), H3PO4:H2O2:H2O (As-
based layers), and HCl:H2O 1:1 (P-based layers);
Chip carrier mounting
After processing of the epitaxial stacks into subcells is complete, each cell on film
is tested via light and dark I-V sweeps. Performance parameters are extracted from
the sweeps to identify champion devices. These champion subcells are then singu-
lated and mounted on chip carriers to reduce handling the subcell films directly and
facilitate electrical connection to a printed circuit board. Singulation is performed
manually with a scalpel, and subcells are mounted to chip carriers (Spectrum Semi-
conductor Model CSO008P4 08 TSSOP) via a <50 µm layer of conductive silver
epoxy (Epoxy Technology EPO-TEK H20E). The epoxy was cured by baking for
15 minutes at 120 ◦C. The Au-plated chip carrier feet and the Au busbar of the
subcell were wirebonded using 25 µm Al wire (Westbond Model 7476D-79). Fol-
lowing wirebonding, the subcell is electrically connected through the positive and
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negative sets of the chip carrier feet and can be probed indirectly, reducing risk of
damage to the epitaxial thin film comprising the cell active layers.
Anti-reflection coatings
Applying an anti-reflection coating (ARC) to the subcells is the final step in process-
ing them for integration with the spectrum-splitting and concentrating optics. Each
subcell has an ARC consisting of a single 50-176 nm thick layer of TiO2, which
has a refractive index intermediate to fused silica and the III-V cell materials. The
ARCs were deposited via electron beam evaporation. The thickness of each layer
was optimized in the wave optical design software OpenFilters [58] to minimize
in-band reflection out to 30◦ angle of incidence. The optimization incorporated
refractive index n and extinction coefficient k data characterized by Kevin Chen
during a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) using electron beam
evaporation, x-ray reflectometry, and ellipsometry. The designed and experimental
thickness values are recorded in Table 4.2. Reflection curves for each of the seven
subcells are plotted as simulated in Fig. 4.2. The reflections at each of the AR coated
surfaces collectively average to less than 1% in band, with maximal values of 3%.
Table 4.2: PSRLP100v2 subcell anti-reflection coating properties
Eg (eV) Design tTiO2 (nm) Experimental tTiO2 (nm)
2.10 50 50
1.78 69 71
1.54 86 86
1.42 99 99
1.15 118 118
0.94 142 142
0.74 176 176
4.4 Circuit and mechanical component design and prototyping
In addition to the subcells and optics, circuit and mechanical components are neces-
sary for submodule integration and power extraction. We will outline each of these
components and their use before describing the final prototype integration.
Printed circuit board
A printed circuit board (PCB) is important to physically isolate the subcells on
chip carriers from other wiring and facilitate independent electrical connection of
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Figure 4.2: Simulated reflection from each of the AR-coated subcells as integrated
in the prototype. Shaded gray regions indicate the subcell design band across which
all subcells demonstrate <1% reflection at most wavelengths. Solid, dashed, and
finely dashed lines indicate 0◦, 15◦, and 30◦ angles of incidence, respectively.
the bandgaps. Additionally, the PCB provides an electrical interface between the
submodule and adjacent submodules, as well as between arrays of submodules and
power conditioning components for eventual power combination and two-terminal
power output to the electrical grid. Power conditioning and circuit topology will be
discussed later in Chapter 6, and wewill restrict our focus here to a single submodule
PCB.
The PCB is shown in Fig. 4.3, both schematically and as prototyped. Independent
traces run from the positive and negative terminals of each subcell to an individual
pin of a surface mount connector (Molex Model 104141-1010) for a ribbon cable
or freestanding wires (32 AWG). These cables will attach adjacent submodules in
series directly or in parallel by use of an off-PCB connector. During testing, the
output from each of the connector pins can be used to probe and measure each
subcell independently. In addition, subcells can be wired in series to simulate the
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Figure 4.3: Submodule printed circuit board to electrically contact each of the
subcells in a single repeat unit. (a) Board design schematic generated in EaglePCB.
(b) Front and (c) back of the fabricated PCB based on the design of (a). Pads for a 10-
pin external wire connector are at the far left, and bandgaps increase monotonically
moving right along the circuit board.
performance of a monolithic multijunction comprised of similar bandgap absorbers
constrained by current matching. Thus, the PCB provides a facile, flexible method
of testing the subcells while keeping them mechanically isolated from electrical
probes.
Light pipe-to-subcell attachment holder
Two additional pieces of hardware are needed to integrate the polyhedral specular
reflector submodule. The first is a mechanical holder and positioner to align and
attach each subcell to the 1 mm × 1 mm light pipe output face, and is shown in
Fig. 4.4. The alignment tool was designed using standard optical translation (New-
port Model TSX-1D) and rotation (ThorLabs Model PR01) stages in conjunction
with a custom 3D-printed light pipe holder. The holder is attached to three linear
translations stages and suspends the light pipe vertically above the subcell. The
subcell is mounted to the rotation stage, which in combination with the light pipe
degrees of freedom grants full control over alignment of the two pieces.
Light pipe-to-filter stack attachment holder
The second piece of alignment hardware needed for integration is a tool to mate each
light pipe to the filter stack during attachment, providing both rotational alignment
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Figure 4.4: Light pipe-to-subcell attachment holder (a) as designed for 3D printing
and (b) as integrated with linear and rotation stages. Three linear stages provide
lateral alignment and height adjustment, and one rotational stage provides azimuthal
alignment.
and stability before the interfacial adhesive (PDMS) is cured. This holder is shown
in Fig. 4.5. The vertical arms are tapered to match the light pipe sidewalls, and they
are slightly oversized to accommodate tape along the filter stack sides and at the
light pipe base.
a) b)
1cm
Figure 4.5: Light pipe-to-filter stack attachment holder (a) as designed formachining
and (b) as machined in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Two screws hold the
left arm to the base and attached right arm to clamp the light pipe and filter stack
firmly in place.
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4.5 Submodule prototype integration
With all of the components outlined we can now complete the submodule assembly.
Light pipe-to-subcell attachment
Each AR coated subcell on chip carrier is attached to a light pipe with PDMS. It
is important that the PDMS layer is thin in order to prevent diverging light exiting
the light pipe from spreading onto the subcell busbar and being lost by reflection.
For subcells with an active area of 1.2 × 1.2 mm coupled to the 1 mm2 light pipe
output, a maximum gap thickness of 100 µm can be tolerated. To achieve this gap
thickness, 0.5 µL PDMS is dispensed onto the cell active area and spun at 600 rpm
for 60 s to conformally coat the surface with a thickness of ~20 µm. The wirebonds
are robust to processing under these conditions.
The subcell is then secured on the rotation stage of the light pipe-to-subcell at-
tachment holder, and the light pipe is brought down vertically into contact with
the PDMS. There is a large change in reflection when the light pipe contacts the
PDMS, which is visible by looking down the light pipe from above. The light pipe
can then be aligned to the cell top contact pattern using the micropositioner stages,
with alignment feedback given by the symmetry of the top contact pattern visible
through the light pipe. Fig. 4.6 shows a well-aligned contact pattern view looking
down through the light pipe.
With light pipe and subcell aligned, the PDMS interfacial layer needs to be cured.
Avoiding thermal expansion that would cause an increase in separation between
the light pipe and subcell is critical, so we locally applied heat using a heat gun
and a thermocouple for temperature feedback (Fig. 4.7). The PDMS was heated
to 80±10 ◦C for 40 minutes to cure. Following the cure, the PDMS layer is
mechanically robust enough to support a freestanding subcell on chip carrier. We
observe between 8-89 µm thick PDMS by optical microscopy.
Light pipe-to-filter stack attachment
With subcells attached, the light pipes are ready for attachment to the filter stack. The
1 cm × 1 cm input face of the light pipe is first cleaned using acetone, isopropanol,
and dry nitrogen in sequence. Kapton tape is applied on the sides of the filter stack
and on the filter stack output faces adjacent to the positionwhere the light pipewill be
attached. This prevents PDMS from wicking onto the other optical faces of the filter
stack and prevents the light pipe from sliding onto an adjacent empty face during
the desiccation and cure steps. PDMS is dispensed onto the output face of the filter
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2 mm
Figure 4.6: Top-down view through a light pipe of an attached subcell contact
pattern demonstrating good alignment.
stack, and the light pipe is placed in contact with the PDMS and secured between
the arms of the light pipe to filter stack alignment holder, as shown in Fig. 4.8. The
entire optical assembly is placed into the desiccator to de-gas any entrapped bubbles
and follows the attachment procedure of §4.2. This is repeated for each of the seven
filters and corresponding subcells until the entire optoelectronic submodule has
been fully assembled. The submodule spectrum splitting photovoltaic submodule
is ready for characterization.
4.6 Concluding remarks
Submodule characterization will be discussed in Chapter 5, but we will first make
some qualitative observations about the integrated submodule of Fig. 4.1c. Looking
through the structure at moderate angles to interfaces is a good identifier of any
air gaps at those interfaces because total internal reflection will occur if an air gap
exists. We see no such air gaps in our structure. Similarly, minimal scattering
is visible from the structure bulk and only sparsely visible along faces and edges
of the optics. Consequently, we expect comparable performance in the integrated
submodule as compared to multiplying the optical performance by wavelength of
the individual optical components.
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Figure 4.7: Light pipe-to-subcell interfacial adhesive cure. The cure is performed
by locally heating the PDMS to 80 ◦C to minimize thermal expansion effects that
would otherwise misalign the subcell to the concentrator and increase the PDMS
layer thickness.
Additionally, the submodule was not integrated with the printed circuit board in
this prototype submodule. It was not deemed critical to assessing the submodule
performance with demonstrated negligible resistance contributions in past prototype
iterations. Moreover, the long light pipes with relatively small interfacial area
provide less mechanical support than previous iterations with lower concentration
secondary concentrators. While external mechanical supports are fully capable of
providing stability, we chose to forego adding them and the PCB to prevent the
situation where the supports adversely impacted the optical performance.
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1 cm
Figure 4.8: Light pipe-to-filter stack attachment for the fifth light pipe and subcell
(1.15 eV InGaAsP). The light pipe being attached is clamped between the arms of
the attachment holder. Kapton tape to prevent overflow of PDMS can be seen along
the sides of the filter stack and on the adjacent sixth filter face at the bottom right of
the image.
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C h a p t e r 5
CHARACTERIZATION OF SPECTRUM SPLITTING
PHOTOVOLTAIC SUBMODULES
The previous chapter detailed integration and assembly of a polyhedral specular
reflector submodule prototype. Here we will discuss the characterization of the
integrated device and compare the performance of each component to its design
values. We outline future research directions with the greatest potential to effect
efficiency enhancement.
5.1 Optoelectronic characterization system
The spectrum splitting and concentrating optics, subcells, and integrated submodule
were all characterized using the experimental system shown in Fig. 5.1. A super-
continuum laser source (Fianium Model SC400) provides collimated broadband
illumination from 400 nm to 1700 nm for measurement. This broadband light is
coupled into a monochromator (ThermoOriel Instruments Model 77700) equipped
with a filter wheel for single wavelength isolation. The monochromatic illumination
beam is chopped into a square wave at a frequency between 10-100 Hz to allow
steady-state background illumination and electrical line signals to be filtered out by
the lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems Model SR830). A portion of the
chopped beam is split off to a power reference photodiode to monitor instantaneous
variations in the laser intensity. This allows non-simultaneous measurements of the
device under test (DUT) and reference. The remainder of the chopped beam is sent
through a beam expander to increase illumination uniformity and fill a precision
aperture before reaching the DUT. The precision square aperture ensures that the
beam precisely fills the DUT illumination aperture so that (i) the DUT and reference
can each be precisely aligned to the incident illumination, (ii) the performance of
the DUT is not over-predicted by failing to illuminate the sidewalls of the sample
where loss is expected to be greatest, and (iii) a reference measurement does not
over-predict the incident spectrum intensity by collecting more photons than the
DUT. Each measurement is referenced to a set of calibrated Si and Ge photodiodes
(Newport 818-ST8-UV and 818-ST2-IR, respectively) placed immediately behind
the precision aperture. The specific optical configuration and calculation for each
of the DUTs will be further explained in subsequent subsections.
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Figure 5.1: Spectrum splitting photovoltaic optoelectronic characterization system.
(a) Schematic of the light path and optical components used to characterize indi-
vidual optical components, free-standing subcells, and integrated PSR submodules.
(b) Electrical hardware connection diagram outlining signal amplification, sample
biasing, and power reference measurement.
The measurement electronics are an additional critical component of the general
measurement setup and are shown inFig. 5.1b. We are in all cases interested in device
current collection at short circuit. Generally, the external circuit presents some
electrical impedance to the DUT, and the operation point of the device will be where
the impedance curve intersects the device current-voltage curve. This intersection
typically occurs at a small non-zero voltage for a solar cell. Consequently, in order
to measure the current at short circuit, we must impose an external voltage on the
cell. A Source Measure Unit (SMU) (Keithley Instruments Model 6430) was used
to zero the bias across the sample. Current produced by the DUT is passed to a
preamplifier (HMSElektronikModel 564) and transformed into a voltage signalwith
a typical gain of 105. This voltage signal is monitored by the lock-in amplifier. The
lock-in amplifier also monitors the chopping frequency from the chopper controller
(Stanford Research Systems Model SR540) and uses the chopping frequency to
isolate the DUT AC response to the chopped laser signal from any steady state DC
response and AC line noise. Prime chopping frequencies were selected to eliminate
the likelihood of higher harmonics interfering with the primary signal.
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Uncertainty estimation
The characterization systemhas high precision. Fig. 5.2 shows the repeatability error
of the optical system across the wavelength range of interest. Eight measurements
were made on both the Si and Ge calibrated reference photodiodes to determine
the standard deviation (1σ). There is a spike in uncertainty at the laser peak
emission wavelength (~1090 nm), as well as across the water O–H absorption band
(1350-1400 nm), where frequent fluctuations are expected to occur. Additionally,
the uncertainty is slightly larger at the shortest wavelengths (<500 nm) where the
laser intensity is lowest. Finally, Weighting the uncertainty by the power in the
AM1.5D standard reference spectrum yields 0.58% broadband uncertainty, after
accounting for the two required measurements of the incident and transmitted or
reflected spectrum. This value is the relevant error for all of the optical efficiencies
reported hereafter.
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Figure 5.2: Repeatability error of the optical characterization system. The plot shows
one standard deviation from each measurements each of the calibrated reference Si
and Ge photodiodes. The crossover at 1000 nm is consistent with all reported
data and minimizes the uncertainty in the measurement. Power-weighting by the
AM1.5D solar spectrum yields 0.6% uncertainty across the entire measurement
range.
The Si and Ge photodiodes are calibrated to within ±2% accuracy. This is a
systematic error not expected to be normally distributed about the measured values.
Consequently, we report it separately. For the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and
current-voltage (I–V)measurements that reference the calibration value to determine
the absolute performance of a device under test, the uncertainty contains both the
randomly distributed repeatability error of ±0.58% and the uniform systematic error
of ±2%.
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Broadband anti-reflection coating
We characterized the AR coating transmission as integrated with the filter stack,
which incorporates all losses associated with the integrated optics. Characterization
data of the AR coating alone were provided by Reynard Corp. and were used to
decouple the spectrum splitting efficacy of the filters stack from the front surface
Fresnel reflection loss of the AR coating. This approach allowed both a thorough
integrated measurement and a robust experimental probe into the individual op-
tical component efficiency without limiting the AR coating performance by the
uncertainty in our measurement system, which is large relative to the Fresnel loss.
Filter stack
The transmission of integrated filter stack including the front aperture broadband
anti-reflection coating was characterized as a function of wavelength at each filter
output position. The calibrated photodiodes used for the reference measurement
were placed at the output face of the filter stack and aligned to each filter by
maximizing the short circuit current collected at a wavelength in the center of the
filter band. The raw transmission of the ith filter can be calculated from these
measurements by
Ti(λ) =
IDUTi (λ, tDUT)Ipoweri (λ, tref)
Irefi (λ, tref)Ipoweri (λ, tDUT)
, (5.1)
where IDUTi (λ, tDUT) is the lock-in amplifier measured current at the output of the ith
filter as a function of wavelength and measurement time, Irefi (λ, tref) is the current
at the input to the filter stack, and Ipoweri (λ, tDUT) and Ipoweri (λ, tref) are the power
reference photodiode currents measured simultaneously with the output and input
measurements, respectively.
There is a Fresnel reflection in the component measurement that will not be present
in the integrated submodule at the filter output face where a light pipe secondary
concentrator will be attached. We correct for this Fresnel reflection to calculate the
AR coated filter stack transmission by
T1Fi (λ) = Ti(λ)
1
1 − RF , (5.2)
where
RF =
n1 − n2n1 + n2
2 , (5.3)
ni is the refractive index of the ith medium (fused silica or air), and we assume
normally incident light. This is a fairly good assumption both in characterization
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and as the submodule is envisioned to be used in practice.
Light pipe
The light pipe transmission was characterized similarly to the filter stack transmis-
sion with two notable exceptions. First, the assumption of near-normal incidence
Fresnel reflection at the exit face of the light pipe is invalid. Concentrating optics
necessarily trade off concentration with angular spread [70]. The mathematical
relationship between the two is given by
Ainn2in sin
2(θin) ≤ Aoutn2out sin2(θout)
Ain
Aout
= C ≤ n
2
out sin2(θout)
n2in sin
2(θin)
.
(5.4)
The angular spread at the light pipe output is 30◦ in design, which will lead to sig-
nificantly higher Fresnel reflection from the photodiode front surface than at normal
incidence. Additionally, any misalignment of the optic will lead to a larger angular
spread at the output. Photons exceeding the critical angle in fused silica (~42◦) will
totally internally reflect back toward the light source and fail to be collected. To
ensure neither of these effects distorts the collected signal, the light pipe is cou-
pled directly to the output detector through a thin polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
layer, which has a nearly identical refractive index to fused silica. The PDMS layer
conforms to the surfaces of the light pipe and photodiode, which eliminates the air
gap between them and mitigates the associated reflections. Consequently, this layer
nearly perfectly transmits photons from the light pipe exit to the calibrated reference
photodiode surface for measurement.
Use of a high refractive index interlayer leads to the second violation of assumptions
made when measuring the filter stack: that the response of the reference photodiode
is the same when measuring the input signal to the DUT and the output signal
from the DUT. Placing the reference photodiode in contact with PDMS changes the
reflection from the front surface and requires a correction. This correction factor is
generated by measuring the transmission according to equation 5.2 with the PDMS
on reference photodiode as the DUT 1. Letting fPDMS = TPDMS on the reference
photodiode, the transmission of the light pipe can be calculated from measured
1It is important to ensure that both surfaces of the PDMS layer are flat to avoid changing its scat-
tering characteristics when measured on the calibrated reference photodiode and when compressed
between the light pipe and the photodiode.
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values by
TLP(λ) =
IPDMSLP (λ, tDUT)Ipower(λ, tref)
Iref(λ, tref) fPDMSIpowerLP (λ, tDUT)
. (5.5)
We correct for the Fresnel reflection at the input face of the light pipe as before, since
it will be coupled to the filter stack using a thin PDMS adhesion layer. Additionally,
the PDMS correction factor contains a Fresnel reflection at the front PDMS surface
that is now coupled to the light pipe. The resulting Fresnel-corrected light pipe
transmission is
T1FLP (λ) = TLP(λ)
1 − RF,PDMS
1 − RF,FS . (5.6)
5.2 Performance of spectrum-splitting and concentrating optics
The simulated and experimental optical performance of each of the submodule
components can be seen plotted in Fig. 5.3. All inset scale bars are 1 cm, and
coloring and line styles are consistent throughout all four subfigures. Experimental
data were acquired every 2.5 nm, but markers are plotted every 25 nm for clarity.
The performance of the broadband AR coating is shown in Fig 5.3a, as character-
ized and simulated by Reynard Corp. The coating shows a close match between
experiment and simulation, and was experimentally characterized at 98.5% optical
efficiency (equation 3.2), versus 98.8% modeled. The inset shows a photograph
of the AR coating on the fused silica substrate as characterized. Minimal loss is
observed relative to the design, and existing loss is attributable to a slight deviation
in thickness and refractive index of a subset of the deposited layers.
Fig. 5.3b shows the band allocation of the filter stack. The band cutoff wavelengths
are well aligned to the design bands. Minimal sub-bandgap reflection is observed,
which would direct photons into a cell where they could not be converted into
electrical power. The integrated filter stack has an optical splitting efficiency of
88.1%, versus a modeled value of 92.0% excluding absorption in the fused silica.
The inset shows the integrated filter stack with top broadband AR coating and visible
wavelength splitting from ambient room lighting at the top two filter output faces.
The largest portion of the optical losses comes from photon misallocation. The
primary contribution to this effect comes from the corners of the filter faces. Each
prism relies on total internal reflection to confine light at the sidewalls, making
every face of the filter stack a critical optical face. In order to hold the prisms
during filter deposition, each piece was suspended on holder arms that touched the
four corners of the filter face. The holder caused slightly nonuniform deposition
at each of these corners, resulting in regions of reduced deposition thickness over
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Figure 5.3: Simulated (dashed) and experimental (solid) performance of prototype
polyhedral specular reflector components. Scale bars are 1 cm. Data were collected
every 2.5 nm. Markers are plotted every 25 nm for clarity. (a) Anti-reflection coating
transmission. (b) Filter assembly allocation. (c) 100 suns light pipe concentrator
transmission. (d) AM1.5D spectral irradiance optical allocation by submodule
component.
approximately 5% of the filter area. These regions contribute both to reflection of
sub-band light into higher bandgap cells and transmission of in-band light to lower
bandgap cells. Additional losses come from misalignment of the prisms to one
another during optomechanical adhesion, as well as misalignment of the light pipes
to the filter train.
Fig. 5.3c shows the transmission of the light pipe. The left inset shows a subset of
the spectrum where a large O–H stretch absorption band causes the transmission
to dip significantly. This absorption mechanism is present in water molecules
in the atmosphere, and, consequently, it detracts negligibly from the submodule
performance. Each light pipe has an optical efficiency of 97.4%, slightly lower than
the modeled value of 98.9%. Experimental losses are primarily due to spectrally-
independent microscale chips along the light pipe corners and scattering at adsorbed
dust on the surfaces, which more strongly impacts shorter wavelengths.
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Multiplying the AR coating, filter stack, and light pipe optical efficiencies yields an
overall optical efficiency of 84.5%, relative to 89.9% predicted by optical modeling.
As a benchmark, this experimental optical efficiency is comparable to many concen-
trating lenses employed in conventional concentrating photovoltaics [63], [71], [72].
The split spectral irradiance into each of the cell bands is shown in Fig. 5.3d, along
with optical losses in each of the three aforementioned optical components. Clear
band delineation can be seen, with the vast majority of photons reaching a cell in
which they can be usefully absorbed, as is evident from the high optical efficiency.
5.3 PSR submodule current collection
With all of the individual optics characterized it is now left to us to understand
how they couple to the subcells to produce electrical current. The external quantum
efficiency (EQE), or incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE), is the fraction of
incident photons that are converted to electrical current at a given wavelength. The
EQE can be calculated from the measurements described in §5.1 by replacing Ti
with EQEi in equation 5.1, where the device under test is now a solar cell rather
than the calibrated reference photodiode.
Fig. 5.4a shows the EQE of the integrated PSR submodule including optical losses,
as well as the net optical transmission in each subcell band. In addition to the
previously discussed optical transmission losses, the EQE curves incorporate (i) the
coupling efficiency from the light pipe into the active area of the subcell, which
includes (a) the Fresnel reflection at the subcell front surface, (b) the reflection from
the top metallic contact electrode, and (c) light coupled outside of the cell active
area; (ii) parasitic absorption losses in inactive semiconductor layers and at the back
mirror; (iii) unabsorbed photons due to insufficient absorber thickness or low back
mirror reflectivity; and (iv) steady-state recombination of carriers.
Contact grid obscuration
The top electrode geometry was optimized to balance the trade-off between light
rejection by the metallized area and resistive loss during current collection, and
the optimization procedure is described in detail in §2.1. Experimental contact
geometries were optimized with 25 µm fingers and 100, 50, and 25 µm wide
external busbars as depicted in Fig. 5.5. The relatively large finger width drives
mutual convergence of the GaAs-based subcells to a single finger, while the InP-
based subcells optimize to three fingers, resulting in a power-weighted average
6.12% obscuration and the subcell-specific obscuration fractions listed in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.4: Current collection in the PSR. (a) Optical transmission in each subcell
band (dashed) and subcell external quantum efficiency (solid) including optical
losses. (b) Integrated in-band absorption relative to in-band optical transmission for
each subcell bandgap and corrected for contact shadow losses. The dashed line at
92% represents the design target for each subcell.
This could be reduced to less than 2.5% obscuration by reducing the contact finger
width to 5 µm.
100 µm
50 µm
25 µm
Figure 5.5: Optimized contact geometry for GaAs-based subcells with a minimum
finger width of 25 µm.
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Table 5.1: PSRLP100v2 optimized subcell contact geometry parameters
Eg (eV) n f ,opt fshadow (%)
2.10 1 4.64
1.78 1 4.64
1.54 1 4.64
1.42 1 4.64
1.15 3 8.94
0.94 3 8.94
0.74 3 8.94
Subcell active area coupling efficiency
Light exiting the light pipes has a relatively high angular spread. Consequently,
the illumination expands within the thickness of the interfacial PDMS layer. If the
PDMS layer is sufficiently thick to allow light to reach the external busbar, light will
be rejected and diminish the subcell EQE. The subcell active area (1.2 × 1.2 mm2)
is oversized relative to the light pipe output (1×1 mm2). John Lloyd performed ray
tracing simulations to determine that a PDMS thickness less than 100 µmcontributes
negligible coupling loss for input angular spread up to 3◦. We observe between 8-
89 µm thick PDMS by optical microscopy, and consequently expect coupling losses
to be below the noise level in measurements of current collection.
Subcell absorption
Wewill now consider parasitically absorbed and unabsorbed light making it into the
subcells vis-á-vis Fig. 5.4b. Recall that the EQE for a state-of-the-art GaAs subcell
[12] was analyzed to determine that 92% of in-band photons striking the active
device area are converted into current, and that this fraction of ideal absorption was
taken as a design target and simulation assumption for each of the III-V subcells
(§3.3). Fig. 5.4b plots the fraction of ideal absorption after correcting for optical
efficiency and contact obscuration for each of the subcells. While the 1.15 eV
InGaAsP subcell exceeds this target, each of the other subcells falls substantially
below 92% absorption. A key contributor to the 1.78 eV InGaP subcell is the slow
absorption turn-on of the band edge, which causes the current collection to fall far
below the optical input for wavelengths approaching the bandgap. Additionally,
all of the GaAs-based subcells (1.42-2.10 eV) were designed assuming dual-pass
absorption with a high reflectivity back mirror, and consequently have a thinner
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absorber than an equivalent cell designed for single-pass absorption. Each of these
subcells also has a 1.42 eV GaAs back contact layer to facilitate ohmic contact to
the back electrode. The back contact layer will parasitically absorb above-bandgap
light, which covers the full spectral range of these four subcells, leading to effectively
single-pass absorption. Additionally, we expect this to have a decreasing effect
with decreasing bandgap, as the GaAs layer will absorb higher frequencies more
strongly. This is consistent with the experimental data with the exception of the
aforementioned InGaP subcell. Future work aims to selectively etch away the GaAs
layer leaving selective point contact regions, thereby substantially diminishing the
parasitic absorption and allowing the back mirror to facilitate dual-pass absorption.
For the InP-based subcells, there is no parasitically absorbing contact layer and gold
should form an effective mirror for dual-pass absorption. We postulate that the
0.93 eV InGaAsP and 0.74 eV InGaAs subcells were grown with insufficiently thick
absorbers, but lack sufficient data from Spectrolab to confirm this hypothesis.
5.4 Power production and efficiency
Current-voltage device performance curves were collected for each of the subcells
in the PSR submodule prototype in the dark and light under a Xenon arc lamp-based
solar simulator (ABET Sun 2000) with 1.3◦ divergent illumination. The external
quantum efficiency for each subcell was integrated with the AM1.5D solar spectrum
to determine the device Isc, and themeasured light I-V curvewas vertically translated
to align with the EQE-predicted Isc. This translation corrects for intensity and
spectral mismatch between the solar simulator spectrum and the standard reference
spectrum. The resulting I-V curves are plotted in Fig. 5.6a, and key performance
parameters are recorded in Table 5.2.
Open circuit voltage and bandgap-voltage offset
First, we note that the subcell open-circuit voltage Voc and maximum power point
voltage Vmpp monotonically increases with bandgap. Each subcell produces greater
voltage per photon than any lower bandgap and consequently justifies use of seven
unique absorbers. Second, the bandgap-voltage offset Woc is indicative of the
quality of the device design and epitaxial material [73]. The Woc is expected to
be approximately 400 mV at one-sun injection levels for high quality III-V growth
and should decrease by ~58 mV per decade of concentration. The observed Woc
values are somewhat higher than expected at a concentration of 15-100 suns, which
reflects (i) the non-uniform photon allocation and injection level as a function of
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Figure 5.6: Submodule current-voltage device curves in the (a) light and (b) dark
demonstrating 30.2% combined conversion efficiency.
bandgap and (ii) a significant fraction of the recombination at open circuit coming
from non-radiative pathways. Fig. 5.6b provides some insight into the latter by
comparison to the double diode model in equation 2.1. A slope parallel to the diode
ideality n = 1 grid indicates recombination occurs in the quasi-neutral region of the
solar cell, which is typically dominated by radiative recombination for direct-gap
semiconductors. A slope parallel to n = 2 indicates recombination occurs in the
depletion region at or near the junction, which is dominated instead by trap state-
mediated non-radiative recombination. Each of the bottom five bandgaps exhibits an
ideality between 1 and 2 without significant variation across the entire operational
range, which likely indicates recombination dominated by a non-midgap trap state
in the depletion region of the device. There is precedent for n closer to 1 for many
of these bandgaps, and we expect that further refinement of the growth procedure
will yield reduction inWoc.
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Table 5.2: PSRLP100v2 experimental cell performance parameters
Eg Voc Woc Isc FF Pmpp ηAM1.5D
(eV) (mV) (mV) (mA) (%) (mW) (%)
2.10 1534 566 5.97 76.5 7.00 7.8
1.78 1501 277 4.94 82.5 5.57 6.2
1.54 1148 392 4.00 83.3 3.83 4.3
1.42 1061 359 3.88 82.1 3.38 3.8
1.15 784 331 6.58 80.6 4.16 4.6
0.94 540. 400. 5.41 74.6 2.18 2.4
0.74 350. 390. 4.87 60.7 1.04 1.2
Short circuit current
Third, the prototype PSR submodule collects 35.2 mA/cm2, which is 83.1% of the
design target and 66.3% of the total current available in AM1.5D. This is below the
design target for the reasons discussed previously, and can be enhanced further by
reducing the contact grid obscuration fraction via photolithography with reduced
feature size and regrowing subcells with thicker absorber layers.
Fill factor
Devices generally exhibit good fill factors, indicating low resistive loss. We expect
increasing fill factor with bandgap, which holds true apart from the 1.78 eV and
2.10 eV subcells. The fill factors of the bottom five subcells are generally consistent
with diode recombination with ideality between n = 1.6 − 2. This highlights the
importance of suppressing non-radiative recombination, which could lead to 5-15
percentage point increases in fill factor across these subcells. The 1.78 eV InGaP
subcell shows a series resistance roll-over above 2 mA in the dark current curves,
which will tend to shift the maximum power point to lower voltage by ∆V = IR,
decreasing the fill factor. This indicates a mismatch between the contact grid
optimization parameters and the physical device properties, in particular the emitter
sheet resistance (Rsh,emitter). Re-optimization with precisely characterized on-film
values is expected to yield a boost of ~3%. Lastly, the 2.10 eV AlInGaP subcell
violates superposition between light and dark characterization, which generally
arises from disparate current pathways in each testing regime[28], [29]. This can
cause carriers to interact with different trap states, generate different local applied
biases, and alter the effective series resistance of the device. Further material growth
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and device development are needed to achieve comparable efficacy in this subcell
relative to its bandgap.
PSR submodule efficiency
Submodule efficiency divides the total power output from all subcells by the 90 mW
AM1.5D illumination incident on the 1 cm2 input aperture of the device. Totaling
the subcell efficiencies in Table 5.2, we find an integrated submodule efficiency
of 30.1%. Notably, it exceeds the world record performance of a single junction
solar cell at any concentration[74], which have received an order of magnitude or
more funding over a substantially longer time scale. While the prototype submodule
efficiency falls short of current multijunction submodule (40.4%) [22] and spec-
trum splitting (38.5%) [23] records, it represents an unprecedented ability to divide
the solar spectrum into many (≥ 6) spectral bands with high net optical efficiency
(84.5%). This in turn enables lower thermalization losses than any other multi-
junction prototype. The submodule demonstrates one of the highest open circuit
voltage (1534 mV) of any reported single junction cell to date, if not the highest
outright. Finally, the PSR submodule stands as a proof-of-concept prototype for a
design capable of module efficiency well in excess of its peers.
5.5 Opportunities for efficiency enhancement
There are many design, processing and fabrication opportunities that would enable
substantially increased photovoltaic conversion efficiency. The quantitative impacts
are presented for those within the scope of the current work, while notional or
limiting impacts are presented for improvements that would require substantial
design changes.
Opportunities for optical efficiency enhancement
The optical splitting system was not co-optimized with the subcell absorption char-
acteristics (EQE) for historic reasons having to do with simultaneous development
of the optical designs by Carissa Eisler at Caltech and inverted, epitaxial lift-off
compatible cell growth development by Spectrolab, Inc. Instead, the nominal sub-
cell bandgap was used as a target for filter cutoff. Optimally and intuitively, the filter
cutoffs should lie at the wavelength for which the marginal power generated by a
more highly absorbing but lower voltage low bandgap subcell equals that generated
by a less highly absorbing but higher voltage high bandgap subcell. Such a design
would be expected to give a 30% boost in current to the 1.54 eV AlGaAs subcell
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by redirecting the poorly absorbed near-bandgap photons from the 1.78 eV InGaP
subcell band, which translates to a 1.3 percentage point boost in the solar conversion
efficiency. Limiting absorption to the highest EQE regions of each subcell could
in principle enable absorption values in excess of the 92% absorption target, which
was derived from the broadband absorption of a GaAs subcell.
Another opportunity for optical efficiency enhancement comes from the subcell
antireflection coatings. Replacing TiO2 with Nb2O3 reduces long wavelength ab-
sorption due to a reduced extinction coefficient k (Fig. 5.7) and can increase the
optical efficiency of the InGaAs ARC by 0.8%. Gains for other subcells will be
more modest, though multilayer or equivalent layer coatings could offer further
improvement [75].
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Figure 5.7: InGaAs 0.74 eV subcell Nb2O3 antireflection coating performance.
Opportunities for subcell performance enhancement
There is additional opportunity for efficiency enhancement via modification to the
subcells themselves. Optimization of reduced finger width cell contact grids has
the dual benefits of increasing current collection and reducing resistive losses, as
discussed in §3.5. Optimizing for a finger width of 5 µm predicts a 3.9% gain in
current collection across the ensemble.
We expect that further inverted growth development by Spectrolab, Inc. should be
able to improve the device quality and reduce theWoc to close to 300mV for all seven
bandgaps. This is based on experimentalWoc values grown previously by Spectrolab
in an upright cell configuration and the level of concentration exhibited by our system
[73]. AWoc of 300 mV has also been demonstrated at 1 sun illumination for a GaAs
cell grown by Alta Devices [74]. A key contributor to that device achieving such a
lowWoc is the incorporation of a high reflectivity back mirror for photon recycling
within the subcell. Additional process development to incorporate low absorption,
high reflectivity back mirrors presents low-hanging fruit for future work.
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Current collection in the lowest two bandgap subcells is far below what was ex-
pected. Increasing these by optimizing the subcell thicknesses and back mirror
reflectivity EQE of low bandgap subcells would increase the integrated efficiency
by 1.1 percentage points.
New cell developments have occurred recently that expand the realistic bandgap
design space. A 0.5 eV bandgap InGaAsSb cell was grown with >300 mV Voc at
high concentration and Voc of ~250 mV at the concentration of the bottom cell in
our spectrum splitting prototype [76]. This is particularly noteworthy as subcell
ensemble bandgap optimizations conducted by Emily Warmann early in the project
showed that the optimal bottom gandgap for ensembles with ≥4 subcells is at 0.5 eV
[41].
5.6 Conclusion
We have demonstrated a prototype polyhedral specular reflector spectrum-splitting
photovoltaic submodule with 30.1% photovoltaic conversion efficiency under the
AM1.5D solar reference spectrum. Notably, this prototype submodule demonstrates
84.5%optical efficiency and is to our knowledge the first experimental demonstration
of a converter with seven or more unique bandgap converters. Though somewhat
bespoke to achieve maximum efficiency in its current embodiment, this submodule
is a first demonstration of what could become a new class of high efficiency solar
energy converter and drive down the levelized cost of electricity via high annual
energy production.
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C h a p t e r 6
DESIGN OF AN INDEPENDENTLY ELECTRICALLY
CONNECTED SPECTRUM SPLITTING PHOTOVOLTAIC
MODULE
C. A. Flowers, C. N. Eisler, and H. A. Atwater, “Electrically independent sub-
circuits for a seven-junction spectrum splitting photovoltaic module,” in 2014
IEEE 40th Photovoltaic Specialist Conference (PVSC), Jun. 2014, pp. 1339–
1343. doi: 10.1109/PVSC.2014.6925165,
©2014 IEEE
In the previous chapters we have designed and prototyped lateral spectrum-splitting
photovoltaic submodules with electrically independent subcells targeting ultrahigh
(>50%) efficiency and best-in-class annual energy production. Realization of the an-
nual energy production gains associated with electrically independent subcells [16]
requires electrically independent circuitry for each bandgap at the module level.
Moreover, power conditioning components are needed to combine the electrically
independent systems into a two-terminal output for interconnection with a load
or utility distribution grid. We have designed such a system for a seven sub-
cell spectrum-splitting module using commercially available electrical components.
Modified detailed balance modeling of the subcells coupled with HSPICE circuit
simulation results in 87.5% power-weighted average subcell-to-grid electrical ef-
ficiency. Additional analysis indicates electrical efficiencies in excess of 97% are
possible with custom power conditioning components and appropriately designed
contacts.
6.1 Introduction
Spectrum splitting has recently gained renewed interest as a means of significantly
increasing both the peak efficiency of and total annual power produced by photo-
voltaic modules [14], [17], [77]. Lateral spectrum splitting may allow for module
efficiencies in excess of 50%, which would mark a significant increase over the
35.9% concentrating photovoltaic module efficiency record as of this reporting. Re-
cent work has quantified the benefit of removing the current-matching constraint of
series-connected subcells in favor of independent electrical connection [16], [17],
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[78]. This benefit can exceed 20% increased annual power generation for opti-
mized ensembles of six or more semiconductor bandgaps. Realizing such electrical
independence requires a circuit design tailored to the specific spectrum-splitting
implementation.
We describe here one such circuit design to facilitate two-terminal AC output from
a seven-junction module based on a polyhedral specular reflector (PSR), the optical
design of which was reported in Eisler et al. [53]. In a single PSR submodule,
shown in Fig. 6.1a, direct sunlight is incident on a primary compound parabolic
concentrator (CPC), the exit of which illuminates a 45◦ angled parallelepiped. The
angled faces of the parallelepiped are tiled with dichroic bandpass filters, each
allowing the wavelength band allocated to a subcell to transmit through while
reflecting other wavelengths further down the parallelepiped at approximately 90◦
angles. Transmitted light is concentrated further in a solid secondary CPC before
reaching the subcell, which has a bandgap chosen to effectively convert the incident
wavelength band. Filter pass bands are designed such that themajority of transmitted
photons have energy above the illuminated subcell bandgap and below the next
highest subcell bandgap, thereby minimizing thermalization losses. Submodules
are tiled in a plane to comprise a module, a portion of which is shown from above
in Fig. 6.1b.
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Figure 6.1: Transmissive PSR submodule with seven subcells, along with partial
module and circuit schematics. Reprinted with permission from the copyright
holder, ©2014 IEEE.
Subcells convert a spectral band into electrical current and deliver power with a
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voltage proportional to the semiconductor bandgap. Full utilization of the generated
electrical power requires an efficient electrical circuit consisting of (1) well designed
contacts to extract current from individual subcells with minimal shadow losses, (2)
series and parallel interconnected subcells to raise the voltage and current outputs
to levels suitable for power conditioning, (3) power conditioning electronics to
perform maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and (4) convert all subcell outputs
to a common output voltage or current for subsequent combination and two terminal
output. We perform contact, interconnect and bypass diode simulations and employ
commercially available microinverters in the design of such a circuit. This allows
facile matching of electrical grid AC voltage and phase, thereby accomplishing
the Kirchoff voltage-matching criterion for power combination between parallel
subcircuits. Simulation of the circuit utilizing this power-conditioning scheme
allows us to map circuit efficiency versus concentration and subcell size. These
data inform the physical implementation of the electrical system for a module using
electrically independent connections to each bandgap.
6.2 Methods
The focus here is on module electrical design. However, this requires knowledge of
all subcell output characteristics, which in turn are dependent on the optical prop-
erties of the PSR spectrum splitting element. The results of ray-tracing simulations
developed in Eisler et al. [53], [56] were used to determine the photon flux incident
on each subcell. Subcell device performance curves were calculated by de-rating
the detailed balance efficiency by experimentally demonstrated material-dependent
external radiative efficiencies (ERE), as discussed previously, [13], [79] and assum-
ing a fraction f of the incident photon flux is converted to current at short circuit.
Here we constrain our focus to ERE = 0.03 and f = 0.9, which are consistent with
1D device physics simulations in AFORS-HET of each of the subcells considered
[48].
Individual subcell I-V curves from de-rated detailed balance calculations were con-
verted to piecewise-linear current-controlled voltage source elements for simulation,
and a lumped external resistance was placed in series with each subcell to account
for the subcell top and back contacts, as well as the interconnect to the subsequent
subcell (expansion of Fig. 6.1c). These interconnected subcells are wired in series
and parallel to build up voltage and power in the optimal input range of the power
conditioning equipment. STMicro STPS5045S bypass diodes with a typical leakage
current of 9 µA are placed around every 24 V substring to prevent operation of any
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cell in reverse breakdown under shading conditions. Subcircuits are connected to
microinverters for MPPT and output side voltage and phase matching.
An example subcircuit for the highest bandgap 2.13 eV subcell is shown in Fig. 6.1c.
This subcircuit connects to the positive and negative input terminals of a single
microinverter. The optimal input voltage (40-50 V) and power (300W) ranges of the
microinverter guide the overall circuit topology, where we assume use of PowerOne
MICRO-0.3-I-OUTD-US-240 microinverters. Subcircuits are designed to provide
eachmicroinverter at least 86% and typically greater than 92% of the 300Wnominal
rated input power for AM1.5D illumination conditions. This allows the expected
annualized performance of the microinverter to be well represented by the 96.0%
California Energy Commission (CEC) weighted efficiency. Matching the rated
efficiency further enables the transient switching operation of the microinverter to be
removed from the circuit simulation, such that a strictly DC steady-state simulation
of the series-parallel and bypass diode network is performed in HSPICE, sweeping
bias from short circuit to open circuit. Themaximumpower points from the resulting
subcircuit I-V curves are used in conjunction with the microinverter efficiency to
determine the efficiency for each subcircuit. Weighting each subcircuit by the
respective number of microinverters and total power produced enables calculation
of the module circuit efficiency, which is the ratio of total AC power delivered to
the grid by all subcircuits to the total output power of all subcells. All simulations
assume a contact resistivity of 1×10−4 Ω ·cm2, consistent with prior literature [80].
6.3 Results and Discussion
A comprehensive module design requires a defined number of submodules, an
interconnection topology, resistive losses, and the corresponding current, voltage
and power production characteristics. The total number of subcells in themodulewas
set to the fewest number for which an integer number of microinverters can receive
voltage and power inputs in the optimal range. This enables the design to be as
modularized as possible. For such a module, the subcell bandgap, maximum power
point voltage, maximum power point current, the number of series and parallel
subcells per subcircuit, corresponding subcircuit voltage and current, number of
subcircuits at each bandgap, and subcircuit and total power output can be seen in
Table 6.1. The specific PSR submodule considered employs 300 suns concentration
and 1 cm2 subcells, and a full module incorporates 720 subcells at each bandgap.
The high number of subcells per module is primarily driven by the number of
series-connected low-bandgap subcells needed to accumulate voltage for a single
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Table 6.1: Module interconnection circuit topology parameters usingmicroinverters
Eg Vmpp Impp Nseries Vseries Nparallel Iparallel Nµinv Pµinv Ptotal
(eV) (V) (A) (V) (A) (W) (W)
2.13 1.76 2.64 30 52.8 2 5.28 12 279 3346
1.84 1.47 1.58 30 44.1 4 6.31 6 278 1669
1.58 1.23 1.84 40 49.0 3 5.53 6 271 1628
1.42 1.07 1.44 45 48.0 4 5.77 4 277 1108
1.12 0.80 2.90 60 48.3 2 5.80 6 280. 1679
0.93 0.62 1.99 80 49.7 3 5.96 3 296 889
0.74 0.45 1.61 90 40.2 4 6.43 2 259 517
microinverter. However, this is a function of the power electronics design and not a
fundamental constraint, so it could be reduced by using custom designed electronics.
Point Design: 300 suns, 1 cm2 subcells
The lumped resistance in series with each subcell was varied over five orders of
magnitude in successive simulations tomap the resistance-efficiency space (Fig. 6.2).
Circuit efficiency is plotted versus lumped resistance for all seven subcircuits, as well
as for a power-weighted average. The peak in efficiency with negligible resistance
is at 96%, set by the CEC weighted efficiency of the microinverter. The subcell
contact geometry and corresponding resistive losses, interconnect losses, and bypass
diode leakage impose a specific value of the lumped resistance and consequently
determine the subcircuit efficiency. Conversely, achieving any particular circuit
efficiency imposes a constraint on the maximum resistance that can be tolerated in
designing the contacts and interconnects between the subcells, bypass diodes, and
power conditioning electronics.
For the PSR considered, 87.5% circuit efficiency limits series resistance to no
more than 0.045 Ω per subcell with subcells of identical series resistance, while
95% circuit efficiency gives only a 0.004 Ω budget. Considering subcells in a
submodule mounted on a single printed circuit board (PCB), the subcell lumped
series resistance is comprised of the following resistances: (i) back contact PCB trace
and metallization, (ii) back contact resistivity, (iii) subcell emitter sheet resistance,
(iv) front contact metallization, (v) top contact-to-PCB conductor wiring resistivity
and PCB trace, (vi) interconnect wiring resistivity, and (vii) all associated solder
and wire bonding resistivities.
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Figure 6.2: Module circuit efficiency versus lumped series resistance. Reprinted
with permission from the copyright holder, ©2014 IEEE.
PCB trace thicknesses and widths, interconnect and top contact-to-PCB wiring
gauges, and contact geometry were designed to enable the aforementioned lumped
resistance per subcell in agreement with 87.5% circuit efficiency. Standard 1 ounce
PCB copper thickness with 1 mm traces, wirebond-able 32 AWG copper contact-to-
PCB conductors, and 12 AWG copper interconnects between adjacent submodules
require less than ten percent of the maximum series resistance budget. This allows
greater flexibility in design of cell contacts to minimize shadowing. Smaller gauge
interconnect wiring can be used with minimal detriment, particularly with reduced
concentration.
A geometrically constrained contact optimization was used to determine a local min-
imum in resistive losses in the contacts. This balances the losses due to lateral con-
duction in the subcell emitter layer, transport of carriers across the semiconductor-
metal contact interface, and conduction through the metal contact fingers and busbar
with the obscuration losses due to the contact pattern reflecting incident illumina-
tion away from the subcell. A breakdown of the various loss contributions in the
contacts of each subcell is presented in Fig. 6.3. The latter so-called shadow loss
is considered as part of the fraction of short circuit current, f , in the optical model
and is not enumerated with the resistive losses here. Resistive losses in the busbar,
contact fingers, emitter, and at the semiconductor-metal contact interface have de-
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creasing relative importance. The contacts comprise the single largest resistive loss
mechanism in the overall circuit. This is primarily a consequence of the currents
generated at high concentration (300 suns) and large cell size (1 cm2). Reduction
in subcell area will improve overall electrical performance as the resistive loss is
proportional to the square of the current. The designed resistance values were
fed into the HSPICE model along with a simple contact geometry optimization
procedure to verify an overall circuit efficiency of 87.5% for 1 cm2 subcells with
a power-weighted average series resistance per subcell of 0.054 Ω. While this is
greater than the 0.045 Ω mentioned previously to achieve 90% circuit efficiency,
the optimization relaxes the constraint, assumed above, that the different bandgap
subcells have identical external series resistance. This enables strong performance
of the high power, high bandgap subcircuits to balance loss due to higher resistance
in the low power, low bandgap subcircuits.
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Figure 6.3: Subcell contact resistive loss contributions consistent with 87.5% elec-
trical efficiency. Reprinted with permission from the copyright holder, ©2014
IEEE.
Extended Design Space
Further simulations were performed to investigate additional combinations of con-
centration and subcell size. In practice, the tolerable series resistance makes
the trade-off between contact grid resistance and shadowing overly constrained
to achieve a high circuit efficiency with large (1 cm2) subcells. Increased power
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electronics efficiency, decreased total concentration, or decreased subcell size al-
low a more facile trade-off. We leave the first to future studies and present data
illustrating the impact of the latter two options in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Module circuit efficiency versus concentration and lumped series resis-
tance. Reprinted with permission from the copyright holder, ©2014 IEEE.
Concentration is allowed to freely vary, under the assumption that a microinverter
can be designed with equal efficiency and input voltage to the model used previously
while the microinverter input power scales linearly with the concentration consid-
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ered. This permits use of a fixed circuit topology for subcells of constant size and
deconvolutes subcell size effects from concentration effects.
Increasing concentration yields a slight increase in modeled subcell efficiency, while
Joule-Thompson resistive losses
(
P = I2R
)
increase with the square of the current.
The net result is a lower maximum tolerable series resistance to achieve a particular
efficiency at higher concentrations. This trend is readily visualized by considering
a vertical cross-section through either subplot of Fig. 6.4. In contrast, decreasing
cell size from 1 cm2 (Fig. 6.4a) to 0.1 cm2 (Fig. 6.4b) offers significant advantage in
the resistance design tolerance at the expense of a greater number of components.
Because the subcell string voltage is fixed, the subcircuits must adopt an increased
number of parallel strings in order to keep the power supplied to the power condi-
tioning electronics at a given concentration identical to the case of Fig. 6.4a. This
leads to a parallelization of resistances that enables approximately a 1:1 increase
in tolerable resistance per relative decrease in cell area. The bypass diode leakage
current becomes more important as cell size decreases, resulting in the drop-off in
efficiency seen at low concentrations in Fig. 6.4b.
6.4 Conclusions
We have described and simulated a specific circuit design capable of realizing in-
dependent electrical connection with two-terminal output for a lateral multijunction
photovoltaic module. A point design capable of 87.5% circuit efficiency was de-
scribed in detail, and a clear pathway to higher circuit efficiency exists through
reduction in subcell area, more generalized contact geometry optimization, and
development of power electronics tailored to the output voltage and power charac-
teristics of the spectrum splitting module.
This is an enabling component of a complete spectrum-splitting photovoltaic sys-
tem. Electrical independence, and a means of capturing generated power sans
current-matching, effectively raises the capacity factor of the photovoltaic module.
This makes the spectrum splitting module a more attractive investment, and elim-
inates some of the possibility for confusion between concentrating and flat plate
photovoltaic technologies by normalizing the power production basis on which they
previously have been erroneously compared. Finally, realizing the energy produc-
tion gains from independent electrical connection is key to materializing a compet-
itive cost (LCOE) advantage relative to more conventional monolithic concentrator
geometries.
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C h a p t e r 7
CONCLUSIONS
Throughout this thesis we have presented an array of research all centered around
enabling technologies for achieving increased efficiency and energy yield in photo-
voltaic conversion of sunlight. Efficiency is a key driver for reducing the levelized
cost of electricity, the pricing basis to which all electricity generating technolo-
gies are ultimately responsible. We developed modeling tools capable of providing
new design space to the broader photovoltaics field, developed specific photovoltaic
converter designs capable of unprecedented (>50%) submodule andmodule efficien-
cies, prototyped and characterized the first (to our knowledge) photovoltaic converter
with seven unique bandgaps, and developed power combination topologies that are
broadly enabling for independent electrical connection and spectrum-insensitive
power conversion. We hope these capabilities and proof-of-concept will aid and
inspire future researchers in the field to achieve still elusive ultrahigh module effi-
ciency.
In Chapter 2 we developed a three-dimensional distributed equivalent circuit model
for a solar cell. This allowed us to replicate precisely its optoelectronic response,
accounting for position-dependent effects, such as junction bias, sidewall recombi-
nation, and current spreading. The improved accuracy of the model over 1D and
2D circuit models was uniquely enabling for contact optimization. We developed
the capability to further refine the modified detailed balance calculation to account
for realistic resistive losses within photovoltaics. We optimized time-tested inverted
square contact geometries to design contacts for prototype spectrum-splitting sub-
modules and proved out the efficacy of the designs experimentally; resistive loss
did not limit the prototype PSR submodule efficiency. Finally, we began to explore
blue ocean design space by combining the distributed circuit model with a genetic
algorithm. Further algorithmic refinement could yield highly performing results
that defy intuition.
The distributed circuit model was contextualized by integrating it with modified
detailed balance, ray tracing, and lumped circuit electrical models to wholistically
model and design the polyhedral specular reflector in Chapter 3. We presented
the function of each of the modeling tools, and then optimized contacts for and
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analyzed an array of point designs covering the design space. We predicted the
power output from spectrum-splitting submodules and identified cases with the
potential for ultrahigh (<50%) efficiency, including resistive losses. Guidelines
were proposed for future opportunity in the concentrator photovoltaic contact design
space based on what was learned in the design study.
We then developed a specific point design in Chapter 4 that was feasible to fabricate
with high efficiency. The procedure to integrate such a device was presented
before we described its characterization in Chapter 5. We designed optical tools
to precisely characterize the broadband and split-spectrum performance of each
of the constituent components and the integrated prototype polyhedral specular
reflector submodule. The optical performance was exemplary; the integrated optical
efficiency (84.5%) was 94% of the design value (89.9%). The prototype was
characterized at 30.2% submodule efficiency, which while short of an efficiency
record is still a respectable performance. The primary cause of the discrepancy
between the designed and measured efficiency was the subcell performance, which
presents clear steps for further improvement. Implementation of optimized contacts
with smaller feature sizes on subcellswith thicker absorberswill provide a substantial
boost to the current. Redesign for and operation under higher concentration (~500×)
will reduce the relative contribution of sidewall recombination, and will even further
amplify the temperature operation advantages of lateral spectrum-splitting. Finally,
incorporating high reflectivity back reflectors on patterned rear contact layers will
enable improved photon recycling and radiative emission, driving up cell voltages.
Even without such back mirrors, we expect submodules >40% efficiency to be
achievable.
Finally, Chapter 6 developed a circuit topology, point design, and extensibility
mechanism for independent electrical connection to multijunction subcells. We em-
ployed off-the-shelf power conditioning equipment to decouple independent inputs
comprised of series-parallel strings at a single bandgap from voltage-synchronized
outputs that can be combined in parallel to deliver power to the grid. This module
circuit architecture is an enabling technology for multijunction photovoltaics with
at least two independent subcells to realize the annual energy yield gains possible
with independent electrical connection.
It is my hope that this work instills optimism for the prospects of very high and
ultrahigh efficiency photovoltaic modules. I aspire for my children to live in a future
in which electricity is both inexpensive and free of negative externalities. The
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energy generating technology enabling that future, like each that has come before,
must make efficient use of the giant fusion reactor a mere 8.3 minute commute away
(for photons).
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Abstract
Multijunction photovoltaics enable significantly improved efficiency over their sin-
gle junction analogues by mitigating unabsorbed sub-bandgap photons and voltage
loss to carrier thermalization. Lateral spectrum-splitting configurations promise
further increased efficiency through relaxation of the lattice- and current-matching
requirements of monolithic stacks, albeit at the cost of increased optical and elec-
trical complexity. Consequently, in order to achieve an effective spectrum-splitting
photovoltaic configuration it is essential that all optical losses and photon misallo-
cation be characterized and subsequently minimized.
We have developed a characterization system that enables us to map the spatial,
spectral, and angular distribution of illumination incident on the subcell reception
plane or emerging from any subset of the concentrating and splitting optics. This
positional irradiance measurement system (PIMS) comprises four motorized stages
assembled in an x-z-r-y configuration with three linear degrees of freedom and
one rotational degree of freedom, on which we mount an optical fiber connected
to a set of spectrometers covering the solar spectrum from 280-1700 nm. In com-
bination with a xenon arc lamp solar simulator with a divergence half angle of
1.3 degrees, we are able to characterize our optics across the full spectrum of our
photovoltaic subcells with close agreement to outdoor conditions. We have used this
tool to spectrally characterize holographic diffraction efficiency versus diffraction
angle; multilayer dielectric filter transmission and reflection efficiency versus filter
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incidence angle; and aspheric lens chromatic aberration versus optic-to-receiver
separation distance. These examples illustrate the versatility of the PIMS in char-
acterizing optical performance relevant to both spectrum-splitting and traditional
multijunction photovoltaics.
A.1 Introduction
Lateral spectrum splitting photovoltaics offer potential for unprecedented sunlight-
to-electricity conversion efficiency [14], [81], [82]. This is enabled by the facile
pathway to a larger number of junctions [44], the wider material selection with re-
duced latticematching constraints relative tomonolithicmultijunction photovoltaics,
and improved response to spectral variability with independent electrical connec-
tion to each of the subcells [17]. Despite these advantages, no spectrum-splitting
embodiment to date has surpassed the record efficiency of monolithic multijunc-
tion devices. Recent interest in spectrum splitting has focused on novel optical
design methods and configurations to enable improved form factors and increased
efficiency [77], [83]–[85].
Fundamentally, spectrum splitting optics require precise characterization of the lat-
erally dispersed illumination incident on each subcell, as well as any stray light lost
to passive elements within the photovoltaic system. We have developed an optical
characterization system that enables us to map the spatial, spectral, and angular dis-
tribution of illumination incident on an optical reception plane. The tool combines
four motorized stages for three-dimensional and rotational positioning control with
a fiber optic-coupled spectrometer spanning 280-1700 nm. Proof of concept has
been demonstrated by using the positional irradiance measurement system (PIMS)
to characterize diverse spectrum splitting and concentrating optical elements: a
transmission hologram, two bandpass dichroic filters, and a concentrating aspheric
lens with chromatic aberration. Hologrammeasurements demonstrate goniospectral
characterization with varying transmission as a function diffraction angle, dichroic
filter measurements demonstrate spectral characterization with varying transmission
as a function of incidence angle, and aspheric lens measurements demonstrate one
dimension of spatial-spectral characterization.
A.2 Experimental
Positional irradiance measurement system
The PIMS is shown in Fig. A.1, and is designed to perform spatial-spectral map-
ping [85] on a reception plane with incident angle resolution, producing a spatially
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resolved goniospectral map. The system consists of three linear and one rotational
stages stacked in an x-z-r-y configuration, where the z-axis is the axis of optical
propagation. The end of an optical fiber is mounted to the y-stage in order to be
rastered in two dimensions to map the optical reception plane. Angular resolution is
gained by placing an aperture at the front of the optical fiber at the eucentric point to
restrict the angular acceptance range and acquiring a spatial-spectral map at several
angles of incidence by rotating the entire optical assembly about its y-axis. The
optical fiber is trifurcated and transmitted light impinges onto three spectrometer
pixel arrays to cover the spectral range of interest for spectrum splitting solar energy
conversion (280-1700 nm).
Figure A.1: Positional irradiance measurement system solid model.
Each of these capabilities is critical to properly predicting the system efficiency
for a spectrum splitting photovoltaic device. The spectral response of a solar
cell depends both on wavelength and angle of incidence, and an optimal anti-
reflection (AR) coating will account for spectral and angular distribution. Beyond
subcell illumination, validating spectrum splitting performance of the optical system
requires knowledge of the input spectra to all optical elements arranged in parallel.
Additionally, a thermodynamically optimal optical system will match the etendue
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Figure A.2: Schematics of various spectrum splitting submodule optics character-
ized by PIMS.
between optical components connected in series. Characterizing the angular and
spatial extent of the output of each optic in the system is necessary to properly
design each subsequent optical element. This information also enables accounting
for discrepancies between the performance of ideal components and as-fabricated
components for subsequent design iterations.
A.3 Results and discussion
Transmission hologram
The PIMS was used to characterize the diffractive properties of a transmission
hologram designed to perform spectrum splitting in the configuration pictured in
Fig. A.2a. In this design, stacked sets of holograms diffract normally incident illu-
mination into frequency bands directed onto underlying subcells. Concentration is
performed after spectrum splitting as the holograms exhibit relatively low tolerance
to incident angular spread. Subcell bandgaps are each optimized for conversion of
the resulting incident spectrum.
The experimentally characterized hologramwas purchased off-the-shelf fromWasatch
Photonics, and an in-house analytical model was used to predict the diffraction ef-
ficiency across the solar spectrum. The hologram was held fixed perpendicular to
the light path while the detector was swept in θ at constant separation distance, and
a spectrum was collected at each diffraction angle. An aperture was placed at the
front of the hologram to eliminate edge effects. A second aperture was placed in
front of the collection fiber to limit the collected angular spread to approximately
one degree. Incident illumination from a Xenon arc-lamp solar simulator with a
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Figure A.3: Diffraction efficiency of a transmission hologram.
divergence half angle of 1.3◦ was used for experimental characterization, while a
collimated beam with incidence angle of 0.5° off-normal was assumed in analytical
modeling. Data were simulated and collected in one degree increments.
Diffraction efficiency, the ratio of intensity in a diffracted order to intensity in
the incident illumination, is plotted against wavelength and angle for analytical and
measured data in Fig. A.3a and b, respectively. The zeroth diffracted order is omitted
for clarity. The data show strong qualitative agreement with the first and second
diffracted orders occurring at the expected angle throughout the visible region of the
spectrum. The trend of reduced diffraction efficiency with increasing wavelength
is also consistent between the data. A peak broadening due to the finite size of the
collection aperture and the angular spread of the incident beam is observed in the
experimental data and accounts for some of the quantitative discrepancy observed
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Figure A.4: Theoretical and measured transmission of dichroic filters in air.
between peak diffraction efficiency in the data. Additionally, Fresnel reflections
at the front and rear surfaces of the holographic optic and volume UV absorption,
not accounted for in the analytical model, account for a portion of the numerical
discrepancy between the simulated and experimental data. In spite of this, the data
definitively demonstrate the capability for angularly resolved characterization of
spectrum splitting optics. Further refinement of the analytical calculation technique
to incorporate features present in the experimental system is expected to produce
excellent quantitative agreement with the experimental data.
Dichroic filters
Dichroic filters are an additional optical element of interest for spectrum splitting.
One embodiment is shown in Fig. A.2b, wherein individual frequency bands are
sequentially transmitted to optimal bandgap subcells as remaining bands are re-
flected at approximately 90◦ along the parallelepiped stack. A small amount of
concentration is tolerable prior to splitting, while significantly more concentration
can be incorporated after the filters. This is due to the transmission mechanism of
multilayer dielectric stacks. The band cutoff shift with varying angle of incidence
leads to poor performance under illumination with large angular extent.
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It is challenging to extend the reflecting band of a shortpass filter out to 1700 nm
while maintaining high performance elsewhere in the spectrum. Consequently, a
high efficiency longpass filter with a cutoff at 1320 nm first transmits the lowest
energy infrared illumination onto a 0.73 eV subcell before short pass filters transmit
frequency bands sequentially from high to low energy.
A second configuration of the PIMS was used to characterize the transmitted spec-
trum as a function of incidence angle for the first two dichroic filters in this optical
design. These 1320 nm longpass and 577 nm shortpass filters were designed in-
house in collaboration with and fabricated by Chroma Technology. Each filter was
mounted to the rotation stage of the PIMS, and variable incidence angle transmission
data was obtained at 45 ± 10◦ angles of incidence in 5◦ increments. The detector
was held fixed in position during all measurements.
Forty-five degree incidence transmission data for the 1320 nm and 577 nm filters are
shown in Fig. A.4a and b, respectively. The filters are designed to be surrounded by
a medium with a refractive index of 1.45, but the performance differs substantially
when they are characterized in air. Normal incidence air-filter-air transmission is
calculated and displayed for comparison. There is strong agreement between peak
position in design and experiment, with peak broadening due to the 1.3◦ divergence
half-angle of the illumination source. The 1320 nm filter has a power weighted
average transmission of 97.0% in-band and 2.3% out-of-band, in agreement within
4.4% of the theory. The 577 nm filter has a power weighted average transmission
of 96.2% in-band and 3.2% out-of-band, in agreement within 4.7% of the theory.
Off-design angle data for the 577 nm shortpass and 1320 nm longpass filters are
shown in Fig. A.4c and d, respectively. The transmission band cutoffs blueshift
and redshift at greater and lesser angles, respectively, while spectral features remain
largely unaffected. This is precisely what would be expected due to the increased
phase shift accumulation through each of the filter layers as the angle of incidence
increases. The calculated power weighted error with respect to the theory ranges
from 3.1-4.7%, in good agreement with the design angle data. This indicates that
the filters will perform as calculated off of the design angle as well. Collectively,
these data demonstrate the ability to spectrally characterize transmission efficiency
from optical elements while varying angle of illumination.
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Aspheric lens
Concentrating optical elements are an essential component of nearly all terrestrial
multijunction photovoltaics, including spectrum splitting devices. Imaging optics
often suffer from chromatic aberration resulting from refractive index dispersion in
the lens material. This phenomenon can be exploited for spectrum splitting by using
small subcells separated by the difference in focal lengths between the wavelengths
corresponding to the respective bandgaps of the subcells. One configuration utilizing
this method of separation is pictured schematically in Fig. A.2c, wherein high and
low bandgap cells would be placed in the focal planes of the blue and red light,
respectively.
An aspheric lens fromEdmundOpticswas used as the concentrating optical element.
The PIMS was used to characterize the focal length for several wavelengths and the
corresponding spectral content at each focal length by scanning an aperture and
detector along the z-axis. The diameters of the aspheric lens and aperture were
chosen to be 15 mm and 400 µm, respectively, such that unfocused or defocused
wavelengths would not be collected by the optical fiber. Focal lengths from 400-
1000 nm in 100 nm increments were determined by maximizing the collected
intensity in the spectral window within 10 nm of each desired wavelength. In each
case, only the z-position was adjusted while the x- and y-positions and rotation were
held fixed.
The ray-traced and experimentally measured focal lengths are plotted for each wave-
length in Fig. A.5a. Chromatic aberration is more severe at the blue end of the
spectrum, as expected from a Cauchy-like material. Spectra collected at each focal
point and normalized to the incident spectrum are shown in Fig. A.5b and compared
to ray-traced values in Fig. A.5c. The data again show strong qualitative similarity,
with close agreement in peak positions. The reduced optical efficiency at the blue
end of the spectrum may be partially accounted for by a reduction in transmission
efficiency through the optical fiber due to the increased angular spread required for
concentration at shorter focal lengths and the approximate cos(θ) transmission of
the fiber coupler. Additionally, the discrepancy in the focal length simulation and
experimental data suggest a slight angular misalignment of the optic relative to input
illumination. Such a misalignment would place the collection aperture at the center
of the focal spot for some wavelengths but slightly displaced in the xy-plane for
others, in good agreement with the peak discrepancies observed between the exper-
imental and simulated spectral profiles. These data demonstrate a one-dimensional
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Figure A.5: Aspheric lens spectral transmission versus focal length.
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spatial-spectral mapping, and analysis of additional optical elements commonly
used in the concentrating photovoltaics industry will expand the applicability.
A.4 Conclusions
The three optical element characterization measurements discussed provide a proof
of concept and demonstrate the versatility of a multifunctional optical characteri-
zation tool for optics for photovoltaics. Characterization of an integrated optical
assembly for concentration or spectrum splitting will require simultaneous mapping
of the xy-plane spatially and angularly varying spectra across each subcell. This
necessitates combining linear and rotational movement of the collection fiber. An
automated spectrum acquisition and raster of the collection fiber and apertures will
be used to determine the spectral intensity distribution across all subcells under the
polyhedral spectrum splitting optics. Acquisition of similar intensity distributions
over a range of angles of incidence will be performed to facilitate optical component
design validation and improvement, optimal AR coating design, and evaluation of
other spectrum splitting and concentrating optical systems.
